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ABSTRACT 
Optical and Plasmonic Properties of Metallic Tip/Surface Junctions 
by 
Tamer A. Ali 
Reducing symmetry of plasmonic nanostructures allows more in-depth engineer-
ing for plasmonic systems to support a range of optical phenomena prohibited by 
traditional symmetric systems. Symmetry reduction allows for nanoscale control of 
the near-field and far-field electric and magnetic resonances at optical frequencies. 
Introducing a nanopraticle or a tip to an infinite metallic surface breaks the con-
tinuity of the surface allowing coupling with light. This leads to remarkable near-
field focusing and enhancement at optical resonances through the gap between the 
metallic nanoparticle/tip and the metallic surface. In this work, we examine two-
dimensional and three-dimensional variations of reduced symmetry systems and we 
present a fully retarded electromagnetic study for the plasmon interaction through 
the tip/surface junction. A simple methodology is introduced for efficient, fast, and 
accurate simulation for such systems using the both Finite-Difference Time-Domain 
and Finite-Element methods. The proposed methods are used to predict the response 
of practical systems and the results are compared with previously reported experi-
mental and electrostatic-theoretical results and a remarkable agreement is reported. 
A full study for the tip over film system is established to provide optimized geometries 
for Tip Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (TERS) applications. 
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Illustrations 
2.1 (A) Geometry of the rings used in the simulations: diameter (D), 
wall thickness (T), height( H). (B) A schematic illustration of the 
experimental setup. The incident direction k and the polarization 
direction E are denoted on the left. The incident angle e is defined as 
the angle between the axis of the ring and k. Panels (C) and (D) are 
SEM micrographs showing Au nanorings with D=530 nm on a soda 
lime glass substrate from a top (C) and 60° (D) view ..... . 
2.2 Experimental absorbance (A,C,E) and theoretical extinction 
(B,D,F) spectra for three different gold nanorings for fixed 
polarization but varying angle of incidence e: 0° (solid black)' 30° 
(dashed red), 50° (dash-dotted green), 70° (dash-triple-dotted blue). 
The geometric parameters used in the FDTD modeling of the 
nanorings are: D=316 nm, T=26 nm, H=120 nm (A,B), D=352 nm, 
T=26 nm, H=140 nm (C,D), and D=528 nm, T=24 nm, H=168 nm 
5 
(E,F). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
2.3 Calculated surface charge distribution on the top surface of a gold 
nanoring of D=528 nm, T=24 nm, and H=168 nm. Panel (A-D) 
shows the amplitudes for the four peaks shown in Figure 2.3F for 
e = 90°. Panels (E,F) shows the charge amplitudes for the SD and 
AD mode for e = 0°. The incidence angle and the wavelength are 
shown on top of each panel. The color legend for positive and 
negative charges is shown on the right. . ........... . 9 
2.4 Schematic illustrating how phase retardation can enable the 
excitation of multipolar ring plasmons when light is incident from the 
side. (A) the polarization as the incident wavefront has reached the 
left part of the ring. (B) how a localization of the surface charges 
toward the left part of the ring can be achieved by superposing a 
dipolar and a quadrupolar mode. (C) how the surface charges can be 
further localized to the left side of the ring by adding the octupole 
resonance. The red "+" and blue "-" signs denotes the surface 
vii 
charges associated with the plasmon modes. . . . . . . . . . . 11 
2.5 FDTD extinction spectra for rings of square (blue), circular (dotted 
red), and rectangular (black dotted) cross sections: (A) D=174 nm, 
T=24 nm H=45 nm; (B) D=200 nm, T=50 nm, H=50 nm; (C) 
D=450 nm, T=45 nm, H =45 nm and D=420 nm, T=12 nm, 
H=168 nm. The incidence angle is()= 90°. 
3.1 Schematic of Au coated iron oxide synthesis for (A) faceted and (D) 
tetracubic (i) unfunctionalized core, (ii) Au decorated precursor, and 
(iii) Au coated iron oxide nanoparticles. TEM images representing 
various stages of synthesis for (B, C) faceted and (E, F) tetracubic 
(i) unfunctionalized core (with average r1 = 31.5 9.7 nm and 28.5 
7.3 nm), (ii) Au nanoparticle decorated precursor, and (iii) Au coated 
12 
iron oxide nanoparticles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
3.2 Solution extinction measurements of (A) faceted (B) and tetracubic 
gold coated iron oxide (i) ethanolic uncoated cores (r1 = 31.5 ± 9.7 
and 28.5 ± 7.3 nm), (ii) Au-decorated precursor nanoparticles 
(r1 = 32.6 ± 9.0and28.6 ± 8.5 nm) in aqueous solution, and (iii-vi) Au 
coated nanoparticles with increasing Au thicknesses (number of 
particle sized is 100), r2 is 59.9 ± 12.4, 65.0 ± 19.9, 73.1 ± 11.7, and 
76.6 ± 9.8 nm for the faceted cores and 40.0 ± 6.7, 49.1 ± 10.7, 
53.8 ± 4.6, and 66.4 ± 5.0 nm for the tetracubic cores in aqueous 
solution. (Spectra offset for clarity.) (C) Optical image of particles 
shown in A ............. . 
3.3 Hybridization in a nanoshell (A) with a low permittivity core, e.g., 
silica, and (B) with a high permittivity core, e.g., iron oxide. Dark 
(black) and bright (red) plasmon modes are shown in each case. 
Arrows show the shift of the hybridized plasmon modes with 
increasing shell layer thickness. 
3.4 (A,B) Theoretical comparison of extinction spectra for nanoshells 
with cores of different shapes: spherical (blue solid line), cubic (red 
dashed line), and concave cubic (green dash-dotted line). The outer 
radius of the shell is r2 = 50 nm and the effective radius of the core is 
reff = 32 nm. The core dielectrics are (A) silica (c = 2.04) and (B) 
an artificial material with c; = 12.0. (C,D) Calculated LSPR shifts of 
the (C) bonding dipolar nanoshell resonances for a silica core and 
(D) anti bonding dipolar nanoshell resonances for an artificial core 
with c; = 12.0, as a function of the ratio of the outer radius of the 
shell, r 2 , to the effective core radius reff = 32 nm. 
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3.5 (A) Theoretical color contour representation of the extinction spectra 
for different core dielectric permittivities and shell thicknesses for the 
same effective core radius of ref! = r 1 = 36 nm. Each panel shows the 
extinction spectra for a fixed Ecore with the shell radius increasing 
from rz = 50 to rz = 70 nm. The color corresponds to the extinction 
cross-section values normalized to the maximum extinction value. 
The surrounding medium is water (dielectric constant of 1. 77). 
(B-D) Theoretically calculated extinction spectra for spherical 
nanoshells with different shell thicknesses (where ref! = r1 = 36 nm) 
normalized to the thinnest shell extinction peak, using a (B) high 
core dielectric permittivity of 22, (C) core dielectric permittivity of 
12, and (D) low core dielectric permittivity of 2. The antibonding 
ix 
mode does not significantly shift in (B) and redshifts in (D) to higher 
wavelengths. The best match to the experimental data is shown in (C). 26 
4.1 SEM images and local EM field maps of representative gold NC 
antennas prepared using 410 nm diameter templates. SEM images of 
(A) a low-aspect ratio NC10o which was bare (i.e, not coated with a 
SAM or proteins) and (E) a high-aspect ratio NC30o coated with a 
BAT /OEG SAM before exposure to PBS buffer. The approach used 
to estimate the NC aspect ratios is shown in (B) and (F) where the 
aspect ratio is defined as the length/width (L/W) ratio. SEM images 
of NCs after exposure to PBS buffer (150 NaCl) show minimal 
structural changes for (C) a low-aspect ratio NC10o, PBSbuffer and 
more significant structure thinning for (G) a high-aspect ratio 
NC3oo, PBSbuffer after exposure to PBS buffer. Calculated long-axis 
LSPR Amax values and predicted EM fields for (D) a low-aspect ratio 
NC and (H) a high-aspect ratio NC. The NC subscripts indicate the 
angle used for NC fabrication and exposure to solvent prior to the 
measurement. 
4.2 Representative Vis-NIR extinction spectra of 410 nm template 
diameter NCs before and after streptavidin binding. (A) Spectra 
show LSPR peaks in a broad spectral range. (B) Magnified view of 
LSPR peaks from spectra in A. Red and turquoise spectra correspond 
to low-aspect ratio structures (NC10o) and high-aspect ratio 
structures (NC30o ), respectively, after functionalization with a 
mixture of OEG- and BAT-terminated thiols. The high-aspect ratio 
NCs (NC3oo,PBS buffer) were functionalized after exposure to PBS 
buffer. Black and gray spectra show the LSPR responses of the NCs 
X 
33 
after binding of streptavidin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 
4.3 Representative Vis-NIR extinction spectra of 410 nm template 
diameter NCs before and after streptavidin binding. (A) Spectra 
show LSPR peaks in a broad spectral range. (B) Magnified view of 
LSPR peaks from spectra in A. Red and turquoise spectra correspond 
to low-aspect ratio structures (NC10o) and high-aspect ratio 
structures (NC3oo ), respectively, after functionalization with a 
mixture of OEG- and BAT-terminated thiols. The high-aspect ratio 
NCs (NC3oo,PBS buffer) were functionalized after exposure to PBS 
buffer. Black and gray spectra show the LSPR responses of the NCs 
after binding of streptavidin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
4.4 (A) Experimental ensemble LSPR extinction spectra and (B) 
simulated single particle NC extinction spectra for 410 nm template 
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39 
gold NCs and after coating with three 18-nm thick silicon layers. 45 
4.5 (A) Calculated near-field distributions for excitation of the 
longitudinal dipolar resonance of three NCs of different template 
diameter (D) and structure thickness (T) at resonance P·max): 
D=410 nm, T=43 nm at Amax= 2200 nm; D=200 nm, T=43 nm at 
Amax= 1500 nm; and D=lOO nm and T= 20 nm at Amax = 1200 nm. 
(B) Near-field distribution in vertical sections perpendicular to the 
NC plane for the NCs in (A). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 
5.1 Bright plasmon modes of a semishell of radius r = 65 nm, with a 
circular cylindrical, coaxial hole, for three hole radii (L R): 
r =50 nm, r = 35 nm, r = 25 nm, and r = 0 nm (for comparison). 
The same sequence of geometries is calculated in (A), (B), and (C). 
(A) Schematic of the nanostructure geometry and extinction spectra 
for plasmon modes excited by axial polarization (left) and transverse 
polarization (right). (B) Induced electric charge plots for the tunable 
transverse dipole resonance. (C) Magnetic field enhancements in 
different directions (red double arrows) for the transverse dipole 
resonances, showing the reshaping of the field distribution as a 
function of hole radius. 
5.2 (A). Extinction spectra of a semishell with a coaxial hole: (i) circular 
cylindrical, r = 50 nm; (ii) elliptical cylindrical 
[rmax' rmin] = [50, 35] nm, incident polarization along minor axis; (iii) 
elliptical cylindrical [r max, r min] = [50, 35] nm, incident polarization 
along major axis; (iv) circular cylindrical, r = 35 nm. (B) Induced 
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57 
charge plots for the two transverse dipole modes. . . . . . . . . . . 59 
5.3 The effect of cylindrical (r = 30 nm) nonaxial holes on the semishell 
optical extinction spectra. (A) Schematic of the semishell geometry 
for holes positioned at increasing offset angles from the symmetry axis 
of the semishell. (B) Extinction spectra as a function of hole offset in 
k-H plane with coaxial k-vector of incident light. (C) Extinction 
spectra as a function of hole offset in k-E plane with coaxial k-vector 
of incident light. (D) Extinction spectra as a function of hole offset in 
k-E plane with k transverse and E coaxial to the cup. 61 
5.4 
5.5 
5.6 
Effect of cylindrical (r = 30 nm) non-axial holes on the semishell 
induced charge distribution and local magnetic field enhancement. 
(A) Induced charge distribution of the plasmonic modes for the case 
of a nanocup with a hole near the edge: quadrupolar charge 
distribution (>. = 694 nm), opposite dipoles on semishell and hole 
edges (>. = 1002 nm), same-phase dipoles on semishell and hole edges 
(>. = 1338 nm). (B) Magnetic field enhancement for the dipole mode 
of the semishell with a hole near the edge. (C) Induced charge 
distribution of plasmonic modes for the case of a semishell with a hole 
intersecting its edge, showing dipolar (>. = 1128 nm) and quadrupolar 
(>. = 736 nm, >. = 904 nm) modes. (D) Magnetic field enhancement 
for the dipole mode of a semishell with a hole intersecting the edge. 
Fabrication of perforated Au semishells. (A) Patterning a 
functionalized substrate with polymer spheres. (B) Directional 
evaporation of Au at 30° or 45°. (C) Partial anisotropic etching of 
Au from the semicoated spheres using Ar+ plasma. (D) SEM images 
for different etched nanocup samples prior to suspension in PDMS 
and separation from the substrate. (E Embedding nanostructures 
into a PDMS matrix. (F) Separating the elastomer matrix with the 
suspended nanostructures from the substrate. • 0 • 0 •••••••• 
Schematic of the optical measurement of perforated semishell films, 
for P- and S-polarized light at a function of angle of incidence and 
etched semishell orientation. The incident beam refraction in the slab 
is illustrated. 
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68 
5.7 (A) Experimental and (B) theoretical extinction spectra of 
unperforated semishells. Semishells were fabricated with an Au 
deposition angle of 45°. (C) Experimental and (D) theoretical 
extinction spectra of perforated semishells. The theoretical 
calculations (B,D) include insets showing charge distributions at 
xiv 
different wavelengths of incident light, indicated by arrows. 69 
5.8 The effect of the asymmetrically positioned elliptical holes on the 
optical response of a semishell. (A) Extinction spectra. 
(B) Normalized scattering in k-H and k-E planes at the strongest 
resonant peaks. (C) The geometry (top) and 3-dimensional angular 
scattering distribution at the main resonance peaks (bottom) showing 
the dipole scattering profile modified by the presence of perforations 
in the semishell. (D) Induced surface charge distribution at the main 
resonance peaks showing the reshaping of the charge distribution due 
to the presence of the perforations in the semishell. . . . . . 
5.9 Semishell with a wedge perforation as a split-ring resonator. 
(A) Schematic of the geometry and relative field orientation for 
magnetic and electric excitation with the same incident E Field 
polarization direction. (B) Extinction spectra of electric and 
magnetic excitations, showing the tunability of the magnetic mode 
due to the slit geometry. (C) The induced charge distributions at 
maximum charge separation, and the local magnetic field 
enhancement at the orthogonal phase. . . . . . . . . . . 
71 
73 
6.1 Modeling particle over film system representing the infinite film by a 
finite disk of increasing lateral size (radius, R). The extinction 
spectra are calculated for a Au/Si02 nanoshell with inner radius of 
a = 60 nm and outer radius of b = 70 nm, placed on a Au film of 
4 nm thickness with a 3 nm separation distance to the film. All 
spectra are calculated for p-polarized light at zero incident angle. 
The Au material is modeled for the shell and the film cases using 
experimentally measured dielectric data. [1] The nanoshell dielectric 
core is filled with silica of 2.04 dielectric constant. 
6.2 A model for the system of a discrete metallic particle over an infinite 
metallic film. Perfectly Matched Layers (PMLs) are used to 
terminate the infinite extensions. 
6.3 Modeling particle over film systems representing the infinite film with 
a PML-terminated disk. The extinction spectra are calculated for the 
same Au/Si02 nanoshell in Figure 6.1, with similar set-up. All 
spectra are calculated for p-polarized light at zero incident angle. 
Calculated local electric field enhancement distribution at different 
energies for the upper most line are shown in B and C. They 
represent the cases of the infinite film simulation at w = 1.0 eV and 
1.8 eV, corresponding to points 1 and 2 respectively. 
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6.4 Comparing thin Au film different thicknesses effect. The extinction 
spectra (A) are calculated for a Au nanosphere with a radius of 
50 nm. The nanosphere is deposited over a conducting film of 
different thicknesses (listed on top of each curve) with a 3 nm spacer 
layer (Er = 2.25). The Au film is supported by a silica substrate 
(Er = 2.04). A p-polarized light is used as an external excitation 
source, with the electric field direction is applied along the gap. Local 
electric field distribution maps at different metallic film thicknesses 
are shown in panels (B,C,D, and E), representing point 1 
(w = 1.6 eV), point 2 (w = 2.2 eV), point 3 (w = 1.2 eV), and point 
4 (w = 2.3 eV), respectively. The Au material is modeled as 
described in Figure 6.3. 
6.5 Examining the polarization angle effect. The extinction spectra (A) 
are calculated for the system represented in Figure 6.4 with a 
conducting film of 12 nm thickness. The spectra are calculated for 
p-polarized light at different polarization angles, ranging from 0°, at 
which the electric field is polarized along the gap, to goo, at which the 
electric field is polarized normal to the gap. Local electric field 
distribution maps at the Virtual State (1.1 eV) is plotted at 0° (B) 
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and at goo (C). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87 
6.6 Examining the nanoparticle/film junction length effect. The 
extinction spectra (A) are calculated for the system represented 
in Figure 6.5 for p-polarized light, with the electric field polarized 
along the gap. The spacer layer has different thicknesses. Local 
electric field distribution maps are shown at different 
nanoparticle/film junction length in panels B and C, representing 
point 1 (w = 1.5 eV) and point 2 (w = 1.8 eV) respectively. 88 
6. 7 The dependence of the local electric field enhancements on the 
energy. The enhancements are calculated at the middle of a 3 nm 
junction between a 50 nm radius Au sphere and a thin Au film 
suspended in vacuum. The film thickness is varied in (A) from 
T = 4 nm to T = 40 nm, showing how the electric field enhancement 
resonance blue-shifts and increase by increasing the film thickness at 
fixed d = 3 nm. Changing the junction length doesn't significantly 
shift the local electric field enhancement resonance (B). However, the 
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6.8 The conical tip model. PML layer is used to terminate the tip to 
simulate infinite extension. A Gaussian profile light beam is used for 
external excitation. 
6.9 Modeled Tip/Film system. The tip termination is embedded in the 
PML layer. The metallic film and the dielectric substrate are 
terminated by PMLs in the lateral directions to simulate infinite 
extension. The substrate can be terminated by a PML layer at the 
bottom depending on the simulated system. . . . . . . . . . . 
6.10 Calculated Electromagnetic Field Enhancements for a metallic 
Tip/Film system following Figure 6.9 model. The Enhancement value 
is calculated at the midway along the metallic tip/film junction. The 
tip is modeled as a right circular truncated cone of a = 10°, 
terminated with a sphere of R = 10 nm. The tip is 5 nm away from a 
64 nm thick metallic film. The film is supported from underneath by 
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6.11 The beam width effect on Tip/Film junction local electric field 
enhancements. The tip/film system has the same dimensions as in 
Figure 6.10. In A, the tip angle is 10°. In B, the tip angle is 15°. 
The tip angle is defined in Figure 6.9. 95 
6.12 The tip angle effect on the efficiency of coupling the incident light to 
the Tip/Film junction at A= 633 nm. A shows the increase of the 
local electric field enhancement by increasing the tip angle. B,C 
shows local electric field distribution at two extreme cases: o: = 10° 
(B) and o: = 40° (C). 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The topic of nanoparticle plasmons have recently gained widespread interest because 
of their fundamental importance in many fields of science, [2, 3] and because of many 
promising applications in areas such as chemical and biological sensing, [4, 5] neg-
ative index materials, [6-8] waveguiding, [9, 10] and photothermal tumor cell abla-
tion. [11, 12] Various nanostructures have been fabricated and studied recently using 
nanolithographic and chemical processes. [13-18] The plasmon resonance frequency 
and the induced field enhancements depends on the size and the shape of the nanos-
tructure and its surrounding environment. [19-23] Large electric field enhancements, 
useful for surface enhanced spectroscopy and sensing applications, are achieved using 
either very sharp features as in nanorods and nanostars, [24-26] multi-surface struc-
tures such as nanoshells, [27] or narrow junctions between adjacent nanoparticles. [28] 
Different nano-structures are invented and studied recently that incorporate com-
plicated geometrical structures in order to add more controllability over the nano-
strucutre response to different external excitations. The more complicated the sys-
tem, the harder it is to use analytical methods to analyse its behavior when excited 
with external electromagnetic fields. Here comes the importance of numerical meth-
ods that can simulate the electromagnetic response of any irrugular nano-structure. 
Extensive full-wave simulations and detailed analysis of generated electric field and 
electric charge distributions can explain the cause of nano-system resonances, enabling 
fine tuning of system geometrical and physical features to optimize its response while 
2 
accounting for irregular real system configurations. Still, less sophisticated and ideal-
ized analytical models are needed for full understanding of premitive characteristics 
of the system. 
In this work, numerical methods, such as Finite-Difference Time-Domain and 
Finite-Elemnt methods, will be used side by side with approximated and exact an-
alytical methods, such as Plasmon Hybridization and Mie Theory respectively, to 
investigate plasmonic nano-systems engineering. Using numerical methods, the first 
five chapters will focus on discussing the excitation and control of higher order plas-
monic modes using different techniques, such as changing the extrnal excitations, 
changing the nano-system optical properties, and breaking the nano-system symme-
try. The sixth and last chapter will focus on discussing the particle over a metallic 
film system, extended to metallic tip over metallic film structures. 
The theoretical developments and modeling efforts will be based on three ap-
proaches: The Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) method, [28,29] the finite el-
ement (FEM) method, [30] and the Plasmon Hybridization (PH) method. [25,31,32] 
Successful nanophotonics applications using these approaches includes the calcula-
tions of enhancements factors for (SERS), [33, 34] SEIRA, [35, 36] and LSPR sensi-
tivities. [37, 38] Our FDTD code has been parallelized using domain decomposition 
with a high scalability, on Beowulf computer architectures. To provide a more mi-
croscopic insight into the nature of the NC plasmon resonances we will also employ 
the plasmon hybridization approach which recently have been generalized to arbi-
trary geometries. [39, 40] This method neglects retardation effects but provide a fast 
semi quantitative analysis of the plasmonic structure of a complex nanostructure. In 
particular the method provides a physical and intuitive understanding of how the 
structure and composition of a system influence the plasmon frequencies. 
Chapter 2 
Gold Nano-Ring Structures: Bright and Dark 
Plasmons 
2.1 Introduction 
3 
In this chapter, experimental and theoretical investigations of the optical properties 
of symmetric gold nanorings for light polarized in the plane of the ring are presented. 
[40,41] We show by calculations, supported by expermintal work, that by varying the 
angle of incidence of the light it is possible to excite multipolar plasmon resonances 
in a controlled manner. For light incident perpendicular to the ring, only the dipolar 
resonances appear and the multipolar ring resonances remain dark. As the angle of 
incidence is reduced, several multipolar ring plasmon resonances appear in the spectra 
with intensities that increase monotonously as the angle of incidence becomes parallel 
to the plane of the ring. The calculated spectra show excellent agreement with the 
experimental results. We show that this effect does not depend sensitively on the 
cross section of the ring but is a general consequence of phase retardation. 
Ring-shaped nanostructures are particularly attractive for sensing applications 
due to their ability to contain high volumes of molecules and provide uniform elec-
tric fields inside the cavity. [42, 43] The plasmon frequencies of nanorings are highly 
tunable and depend both on the diameter and the wall thickness of the ring. [31, 44] 
This tunability of nanorings has recently been exploited in the design of plasmonic 
waveguides in the optical telecommunication band. [45] 
4 
The plasmons of a finite nanostructure can be considered to be discrete eigen-
modes characterized by the spatial symmetry of their associated surface charge dis-
tribution. [46] For small nanoparticles where the quasi-static approximation is valid, 
only plasmon modes containing electric dipole moments can couple with the incident 
electromagnetic fields. Several recent studies have shown that by breaking the sym-
metry of a nanostructure, non-dipolar plasmon modes can be excited. [47-49] One 
physical mechanism that can make this happen is that symmetry breaking can en-
able hybridization of plasmons of different multipolar symmetry, i.e. dipolar plasmon 
mode can mix into normally dark multipolar modes. [47] Such an admixture of a 
dipole plasmon makes the hybridized mode dipole active and can strongly enhance 
its intensity in the optical spectrum. 
Another mechanism for exciting non-dipole-active multipolar plasmons is retarda-
tion effects. [50] For nanoparticles of a size comparable to a quarter of the wavelength 
of the incident light, the electric field can no longer be assumed uniform across the 
nanoparticle. For such a system the higher multipolar components of the incident 
wave can directly couple to the corresponding multipolar plasmon modes. [19] As 
a nanoparticle is made larger, an increasing number of higher multipolar plasmon 
resonances can appear in its spectra. [51] 
2.2 Fabrication 
In Figure 2.1 we schematically illustrate the geometry of the experiment and the 
structural parameters used to model the rings. The gold nanorings are fabricated 
on soda lime glass substrates using colloidal lithography. [42, 44] The samples are 
illuminated by monochromatic light with the polarization parallel to the substrate. 
The incidence angle () is defined in Figure 2.l(B). The extinction spectra of the ring 
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Figure 2.1 : (A) Geometry of the rings used in the simulations: diameter (D), wall 
thickness (T), height(H). (B ) A schematic illustration of the experimental setup. The 
incident direction k and the polarization direction E are denoted on the left. The 
incident angle () is defined as the angle between the axis of the ring and k. Panels 
(C ) and (D ) are SEM micrographs showing Au nanorings with D=530 nm on a soda 
lime glass substrate from a top (C) and 60° (D) view. 
is calculated using the Finite-Difference Time-Domain method (FDTD) using a four 
term Lorentzian expansion fitted to experimentally measured dielectric data for gold. 
[1, 52] The structural parameters of the rings are determined by AFM and SEM. The 
wall thicknesses were found to vary slightly with vertical position with their thickest 
part having dimensions in the range 20-40 nm. For computational simplicity, we 
do not include the substrate when modeling the ring. The inclusion of a dielectric 
substrate would result in small redshifts of the individual plasmon resonances due 
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to the screening charges induced at the substrate/metal interface but no significant 
change of the intensities of the spectral features. [31] 
2.3 Results 
In Figure 2.2, we compare the experimental and theoretical spectra for different values 
of the incidence angle() and different sizes of the rings. The dielectric function used in 
the FDTD calculations is a 4-term Lorentzian model. [52] The black solid lines in the 
spectra are the extinction spectra for normal incidence (B = 0°). For this incidence, 
the spectra are characterized by a single resonance which is a Symmetric Dipolar 
(SD) ring mode. [44] Another weak Antisymmetric Dipolar (AD) ring resonance (not 
shown) with an antisymmetric alignment of the surface charges on the inner and 
outer surfaces of the ring appear at a wavelength around 430 nm but is very broad 
due to the damping caused by the interband transitions of gold. As the diameter D 
increases, the energy of the SD resonance red shifts from 1400 nm to about 2100 nm. 
This tunability is consistent with previous studies showing that the wavelength of the 
lowest energy dipolar plasmon mode increases with decreasing aspect ratio T /D. [44] 
When the incidence angle is changed from normal to oblique, several higher en-
ergy plasmon resonances begin to appear. As will be demonstrated below, these are 
higher order multipolar ring resonances. For the D=315 nm ring (panels (A) and 
(B)), a quadrupolar resonance around 900 nm appears with an intensity which in-
creases monotonously with B. For the D=350 nm ring (panels (C) and (D)), a clearly 
developing quadrupolar resonance appears around 970 nm and a weak octupolar fea-
ture around 750 nm is emerging for the largest (). For the largest ring with D=530 nm 
(panels (E) and (F)), two clearly developed quadrupolar and octupolar resonances 
appear at 1200 nm and 900 nm and a weak hexadecapolar feature at 750 nm. The 
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figure clearly shows that both the number of multipolar modes and their intensities 
increase with the diameter of the ring D. 
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Figure 2.2 : Experimental absorbance (A ,C,E) and theoretical extinction (B ,D ,F) 
spectra for three different gold nanorings for fixed polarization but varying angle of 
incidence B: 0° (solid black) , 30° (dashed red), 50° (dash-dotted green) , 70° (dash-
triple-dotted blue) . The geometric parameters used in the FDTD modeling of the 
nanorings are: D =316 nm, T = 26 nm, H=120 nm (A ,B), D =352 nm, T = 26 nm, 
H = 140 nm (C,D ), and D =528 nm, T=24 nm, H=168 nm (E ,F). 
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The theoretical calculations qualitatively reproduce the experimental spectra, ex-
cept for the slight blueshift of the plasmon resonance caused by the neglect of the 
substrate in the modeling. The calculated spectra clearly show a reduction of the 
intensity of the SD resonance as the higher order resonances appear. This decrease 
can simply be understood from the spectral sum rule which ensures that the integral 
of the spectra is determined by the number of electrons in the system. We believe 
that the reason why the experimental spectra do not display this decrease is that a 
larger area of the substrate and therefore more rings are excited for increasing e. 
In Figure 2.3 we show the calculated charge distributions of the four lowest reso-
nance frequencies for the D=528 nm ring shown in Figure 2.3F. The contour plane is 
on the top surface of the ring and the angle of incidence is e = 90°, i.e. light incident 
from the side. For >.=1934 nm, the charge distribution is dipolar as expected from 
the excitation of the SD resonance. For >.=1066 nm, two more nodes show up in the 
charge distribution which is characteristic of a quadrupole. For the >.=788 nm and 
>.=667 nm resonances, the charge distribution exhibit 6 and 8 nodes respectively as 
expected for octupolar and hexadecapolar plasmon resonances. In panels (E) and 
(F) we show the charge distribution for the only two modes that can be excited with 
normal incidence, e = 0°, i.e. the SD and AD modes. The SD mode exhibits the 
characteristic symmetric alignment of the surface charges as was also seen in panel 
(A). The AD mode exhibits an antisymmetric alignment of the surface charges on the 
inner and outer surfaces of the ring wall. [31, 44] 
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Figure 2.3 : Calculated surface charge distribution on the top surface of a gold nanor-
ing of D = 528 nm, T = 24 nm, and H = 168 nm. Panel (A-D) shows the amplitudes 
for the four peaks shown in Figure 2.3F for () = 90°. Panels (E,F) shows the charge 
amplitudes for the SD and AD mode for () = oo. The incidence angle and the wave-
length are shown on top of each panel. The color legend for positive and negative 
charges is shown on the right. 
2.4 Discussion 
As demonstrated above, only the dipolar resonances of a thin ring (T, H < < >.) 
are excited for normal incidence. The excitation of ring plasmons modes when light 
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is incident from the side is quite different. In Figure 2.4 we illustrate the physical 
mechanism for excitation of the multipolar plasmon modes for light incident from the 
side. Due to the finite speed of light, the incident wavefront reaches the left side of the 
ring first, resulting in polarization charges that are localized to the left part of the ring 
as shown in Figure 2.4A. The plasmonic modes of a ring can be classified according to 
their multipolar symmetry l. Any instantaneous polarization of the surface charges 
in the ring can be expressed as a superposition of the fundamental plasmon modes 
of the ring. The individual multipolar plasmon resonances of the ring have surface 
charge distributions distributed over the whole ring and do not exhibit a localization 
to the left. 
In Figure 2.4B we show schematically how the surface charges can be localized 
to the left part of the ring by superposing a dipolar and quadrupolar ring plasmon. 
Except for a small dipole on the right side of the ring, the charge distribution is 
localized to the left part of the ring. In Figure 2.4C we show schematically how a 
further charge localization to the left can be accomplished by adding the octupole 
ring plasmon. As in any Fourier expansion, adding higher multipolar components can 
further localize the charge distribution. Thus the instantaneous polarization of the 
left side of the ring can be viewed as a coherent excitation of several of the plasmonic 
eigenmodes of the ring. As a result, the variation of theE-field of a plane wave along 
its direction of propagation can lead to excitation of several multipolar ring plasmon 
resonances. The number of multi poles that can be excited depends on the ratio of the 
ring diameter to the optical wavelength. With increasing ring diameter, more higher 
order multipolar plasmon modes can be excited for light incident from the side of the 
ring structure. 
A similar argument has been used to explain the excitation of the dark transverse 
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Figure 2.4 : Schematic illustrating how phase retardation can enable the excitation of 
multipolar ring plasmons when light is incident from the side. (A) the polarization as 
the incident wavefront has reached the left part of the ring. (B ) how a localization of 
the surface charges toward the left part of the ring can be achieved by superposing a 
dipolar and a quadrupolar mode. (C ) how the surface charges can be further localized 
to the left side of the ring by adding the octupole resonance. The red "+" and blue 
"-" signs denotes the surface charges associated with the plasmon modes. 
bonding plasmon mode for a nanoshell dimer when light is incident parallel to the 
dimer axis. [28] The bonding transverse mode has no dipole moment since it can be 
described as two nanoshell dipole modes oscillating out of phase. When the incident 
wavefront polarizes the first nanoshell, the instantaneous polarization corresponds 
to the simultaneous excitation of both the dark bonding and bright antibonding 
transverse dimer plasmons. 
We have also investigated how the cross section of the ring influences the extinc-
tion spectra. In Figure 2.5 we compare the extinction spectra of gold nanorings of 
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Figure 2.5: FDTD extinction spectra for rings of square (blue) , circular (dotted red) , 
and rectangular (black dotted) cross sections: (A ) D= 17 4 nm, T=24 nm H =45 nm; 
(B ) D=200 nm, T=50 nm, H=50 nm; (C ) D=450 nm, T=45 nm, H=45 nm and 
D=420 nm, T=12 nm, H=168 nm. The incidence angle is e = 90°. 
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square, circular and rectangular cross sections for light incident from the side() = 90°. 
Panel (A) shows the spectra for square and circular cross sections of a ring with rel-
atively small aspect ratio TID. The spectra are quite similar with the wavelengths 
of the SD resonances differing by less than 60 nm. The relative intensities of the 
multipolar resonances are also very similar. In panel (B) we compare the circular and 
square ring spectra for a larger aspect ratio TID. Also for this larger structure, the 
spectra look similar with the SD resonances differing by less than 20 nm for the two 
different ring profiles. The plasmon resonances for the rings with larger aspect ratio 
are blueshifted compared to panel (A). This blueshift enhances the retardation effects 
and consequently the intensity of the multipolar resonances. It is notable that the 
ring with square cross section always has a shorter resonance wavelength compared 
to the ring with circular cross section. This can be understood physically, from the 
cross section area of the ring. For a square cross section (T =H) the area is T 2 while 
for the circular cross section, the area is nT2 I 4. Thus a ring with a circular cross 
section will have a smaller effective aspect ratio and a more redshifted SD resonance. 
To further investigate how the cross section area influence the spectra, in panel (C) 
we compare the spectra for two rings with approximately the same cross section area 
and diameter D but very different T and H. As can be seen, the spectra are very 
similar suggesting that the cross sectional area is an important factor influencing the 
plasmon energies of a ring. 
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Chapter 3 
Magnetic-Plasmonic Core-Shell Nanoparticles 
3.1 Introduction 
Nanoparticles composed of magnetic cores with continuous Au shell layers simulta-
neously possess both magnetic and plasmonic properties. [53] Faceted and tetracu-
bic nanocrystals consisting of wiistite with magnetite-rich corners and edges retain 
magnetic properties when coated with an Au shell layer, with the composite nanos-
tructures showing ferrimagnetic behavior. The plasmonic properties are profoundly 
influenced by the high dielectric constant of the mixed-iron-oxide nanocrystalline core. 
A comprehensive theoretical analysis that examines the geometric plasmon tunability 
over a range of core permittivities enables us to identify the dielectric properties of 
the mixed-oxide magnetic core directly from the plasmonic behavior of the core-shell 
nanoparticle. 
3.2 Background 
Currently there is great interest in the development of nanoparticles that combine 
multiple functions or properties not obtainable in individual materials. [54, 55] New 
nanoparticles that combine an optical signature with other physical properties are 
particularly useful, enabling optical addressability for tracking or monitoring particles 
in addition to other properties. A very useful strategy for imparting optical properties 
at the nanoscale involves the integration of noble metals, and their associated localized 
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surface plasmons, into the particle or structure. The growth of a thin Au shell layer 
around a functional nanoparticle core provides a practical and highly general approach 
for adding optical addressability to virtually any type of nanoparticle. [27, 46] Au 
shell layers provide a strong plasmon resonant optical response to the nanoparticle, 
with a resonant frequency determined by geometry, the dielectric properties of the 
nanoparticle core and the surrounding medium of the nanoparticle. [56] In addition, 
the Au shell layer provides a relatively chemically inert surface layer that can be 
functionalized to enhance solubility in various media, promote biocompatibility, and 
preserve the properties of the core material. 
In this chapter we report the combination of resonant optical and magnetic prop-
erties in a single nanostructure, accomplished by the growth of an Au shell layer 
around magnetic iron oxide nanoparticle cores. Previously reported studies combin-
ing plasmonic and magnetic nanostructures have focused largely on iron, [57-60] the 
thermodynamically favorable forms of iron oxides such as magnetite, [61] and silica-
magnetite composites. [62, 63] Generally, partial coverage of small gold nanoparticles 
bound to the surface of the iron oxide particles has been achieved, but attaining 
uniform, continuous Au layers has been a challenge. [64] Here we show that wiistite 
(FeO) nanocrystals, which can also form oxides of higher oxidation states, can be 
used as a magnetic core material and initial precursor for continuous gold shell layer 
growth. Wiistite nanocrystals can be grown in a variety of shapes and sizes; how-
ever, the subsequent addition of an Au layer on the nanocrystal surface modifies the 
overall nanoparticle shape, resulting in a spherical or near-spherical morphology with 
a nonspherical core. In addition to a complex morphology, the dielectric properties 
of nanocrystalline wiistite can also be complex, dependent upon other Fe oxides that 
may be present in the edges or corners of the nanocrystal. Optical measurements 
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combined with theoretical analysis of the plasmon-resonant response of the wiistite 
core-Au shell nanostructures allow us to deduce the permittivity of the wiistite-mixed-
oxide core nanocrystals. While plasmonic nanoparticles have been used extensively 
as localized surface plasmon resonant nanosensors of their environment, this is the 
first case of the use of plasmonic properties to assess the dielectric properties of an 
embedded nanomaterial within the nanoparticle itself. 
The use of wiistite precursors as a magnetic core material offers several unique 
advantages in the design of multifunctional magnetic nanoparticles. The metastability 
of wiistite provides control over the size and shape of the nanocrystal, whose properties 
can also be varied with composition, by the generation of mixed phases of wiistite, 
magnetite, and iron in the nanocrystalline structure. This can be accomplished by 
annealing in inert or oxidizing atmospheres, or by heating the nanocrystals in a high 
boiling point solvent, such as hexadecane. [65] Through manipulation of the material 
composition in these ways, the magnetic behavior could be tailored to a specific 
application or device. Wiistite may provide a preferable core material for mixed 
magnetic-plasmonic nanoparticles since traditional magnetic nanomaterials aggregate 
even after Au coating due to an extremely strong magnetic attraction. [66] Several 
groups have examined the synthesis and characterization of wiistite nanocrystals. [67-
69] 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
Au shell layer growth on wiistite nanocrystals is a relatively straightforward synthetic 
procedure. [70-72] Various stages of the growth process are depicted in both schematic 
form (Fig. 3.1 A,D). The nanoparticle morphologies at various stages of the growth 
process are imaged using transmission electron microscopy (Fig. 3.1 B,C and E,F). 
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To grow the Au shell layer on the nanocrystals, we began with monodisperse wiistite 
nanocrystals of either faceted (Fig. 3.1 B,C i) or tetracubic (Fig. 3.1 E,F i) shape, with 
approximate radii of 31.5 ± 9.7 nm and 28.5 ± 7.3 nm, respectively. T he nanocrystals 
were then functionalized with an amine-terminated linker molecule which allows for 
the attachment ,..__, 2 nm Au colloid to t he nanocrystal surface (Fig. 3.1 B,C and E,F 
ii). The immobilized colloidal gold acts as nucleation sites for electroless gold plating 
onto the precursor nanoparticles to form a cont inuous gold shell (Fig. 3.1 B,C and 
E,F iii, shown here with an approximate 27 nm shell thickness). The thickness of the 
gold shell layer can be controlled by varying the concentration of AuCl4 - in the final 
reduction step. Although the nanocrystalline cores are faceted or tetracubic in shape, 
the Au shell layer growth results in spherically shaped particles. 
Figure 3.1 : Schematic of Au coated iron oxide synthesis for (A ) faceted and (D ) 
tetracubic (i) unfunctionalized core, (ii) Au decorated precursor, and (iii) Au coated 
iron oxide nanoparticles. TEM images representing various stages of synthesis for 
(B, C ) faceted and (E, F) tetracubic (i) unfunctionalized core (with average r1 = 
31.5 9.7 nm and 28.5 7.3 nm) , (ii) Au nanoparticle decorated precursor, and (iii) 
Au coated iron oxide nanoparticles. 
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The core-shell geometry of the fabricated nanoparticles supports a plasmon reso-
nant response dependent upon nanocrystalline core size, Au shell layer thickness, and 
the dielectric properties of the core, shell, and embedding medium. [56] Silica core-
Au shell nanoshells [73] demonstrate strong resonance absorption in the visible and 
near-infrared (NIR). For the silica-Au nanoshell structure, the plasmon absorption 
band shifts to shorter wavelengths as the thickness of the gold shell is increased. In 
contrast, it has been observed that magnetite iron oxide cores with Au shell layers 
show a redshifted plasmon absorption peak with increasing shell thickness. [7 4] 
Extinction spectra of the wiistite core-Au shell nanoparticles in solution are shown 
in Fig. 3.2 A,B. The large core size of the nanoparticles (average approximate radii 
32 and 29 nm, respectively) and the thick Au shell layers (from 11 to 45 nm) allow 
for a prominent surface plasmon resonance peak. As the shell thickness increases 
(Fig. 3.2 A,B iii-vi), the plasmon peaks shifts to longer wavelengths. An optical 
image (Fig. 3.2C) of the particles represented in Figure 2A shows the corresponding 
change in color of the nanoparticles suspended in aqueous solution with increasing 
shell layer thickness. The wide range of colors displayed resulting from the variation 
in Au shell layer thickness allows for the potential use of these nanoparticles for 
spectroscopic or colorimetric labeling. [75, 76] 
The anomalous plasmon red shift with increasing Au shell layer thickness observed 
for iron oxide cores can be understood in terms of plasmon hybridization.(32, 33) 
In this picture, the sphere plasmons associated with the outer surface of the shell 
layer interact with the cavity plasmons associated with the inner surface of the shell 
(Figure 3). Two hybridized plasmons result from this interaction, a bright or bonding 
plasmon that couples strongly to the incoming and outgoing light waves and a dark 
or antibonding nanoshell plasmon mode that couples poorly to the electromagnetic 
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Figure 3.2 : Solution extinction measurements of (A) faceted (B ) and tetracubic gold 
coated iron oxide (i) ethanolic uncoated cores (r1 = 31.5 ± 9.7 and 28.5±7.3 nm) , (ii) 
Au-decorated precursor nanoparticles (r1 = 32.6 ± 9.0and28.6 ± 8.5 nm) in aqueous 
solution, and (iii-vi) Au coated nanoparticles with increasing Au thicknesses (number 
of particle sized is 100) , r 2 is 59.9 ± 12.4, 65.0 ± 19.9, 73.1 ± 11.7, and 76.6 ± 9.8 nm 
for the faceted cores and 40.0 ± 6.7, 49.1 ± 10.7, 53.8 ± 4.6, and 66.4 ± 5.0 nm for the 
tetracubic cores in aqueous solut ion. (Spectra offset for clarity.) (C) Optical image 
of particles shown in A. 
far field. The coupling of a plasmon mode to incident electromagnetic radiation is 
proportional to the square of the dipole moment of the plasmon mode. A bright 
plasmon mode is a plasmon mode with a large dipole moment and a dark plasmon 
mode is a plasmon mode with a small dipole moment. For the case of a nanoshell 
composed of a core nanoparticle with a low dielectric permittivity such as vacuum 
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or silica, the cavity plasmon is at a higher energy than the sphere plasmon. In this 
case, the low energy hybridized plasmon is a bright plasmon, being more spherelike, 
and the high energy hybridized plasmon is a dark plasmon, being more cavitylike. In 
this low permittivity regime, the extinction spectrum is dominated entirely by the 
low energy bonding nanoshell plasmon. For increasing shell thickness, the interaction 
between the cavity and sphere modes decreases, resulting in a blue shift of the bonding 
mode and a red shift of the antibonding mode (Figure 3A). For the case of a high 
permittivity core material such as iron oxide, the cavity plasmon is red-shifted to 
an energy below that of the sphere plasmon (Figure 3B). In this regime, the higher 
energy antibonding nanoshell plasmon will have the largest excitation cross section 
since it consists primarily of the dipole-active sphere plasmon. However, the lower 
energy bonding plasmon with its dominant contribution of the cavity plasmon will 
also be present in the spectrum. The primitive cavity plasmon acquires a dipole 
moment in the presence of the core. For increasing shell thickness, the high energy 
bright antibonding plasmon will red shift and the low energy bonding plasmon will 
blue shift. The experimentally observed spectral red shift with increasing shell layer 
thickness is, therefore, consistent with the case of a nanoshell with a large permittivity 
core material and agrees with the plasmonic properties of other iron oxide core-Au 
shell nanoparticles that have been reported.(27, 29) 
To better understand the plasmonic properties of our wstite core-Au shell nanopar-
ticles, we investigated the effects of the various core shapes fabricated on the plas-
monic properties of core-shell nanoparticles using the finite-difference time-domain 
(FDTD) method. A realistic gold dielectric function was used in these calcula-
tions.(34, 35) A comparison of the extinction spectra for nanoshells of spherical, 
cubic, and concave cubic cores which have the same core and shell volumes is shown 
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Figure 3.3 : Hybridization in a nanoshell (A ) with a low permittivity core, e.g., silica, 
and (B) with a high permittivity core, e.g., iron oxide. Dark (black) and bright (red) 
plasmon modes are shown in each case. Arrows show the shift of the hybridized 
plasmon modes with increasing shell layer thickness. 
in Figure 4A, for the case of a low permittivity core (silica) , and Figure 4B, for a 
model high permittivity core case (e = 12.0) . For a silica core material (Figure 4A) , 
the dipolar resonances for the nanoparticles with cubic and concave cubic cores are 
slightly red-shifted compared to the nanoshell with a spherical core. For the cu-
bic core, and more strongly for the concave cubic core, an addit ional quadrupolar 
plasmon resonance appears at nominally 540 nm. Figure 4B shows the calculated 
spectra for the same structures in Figure 4A but with cores filled with an e = 12.0 
artificial material. In this case, the bonding modes of the cubic and concave cubic 
cores are damped and higher order modes are excited. The experimentally observed 
plasmon mode is the antibonding dipolar resonance, which is the main resonance in 
the concave cubic core case. 
The differences in the optical properties of core-shell plasmonic nanopart icles in-
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Figure 3.4 : (A ,B) Theoretical comparison of extinction spectra for nanoshells with 
cores of different shapes: spherical (blue solid line), cubic (red dashed line) , and 
concave cubic (green dash-dotted line) . The outer radius of the shell is r 2 = 50 nm 
and the effective radius of the core is r ef 1 = 32 nm. The core dielectrics are (A ) 
silica (c: = 2.04) and (B) an artificial material with c: = 12.0. (C,D ) Calculated 
LSPR shifts of the (C) bonding dipolar nanoshell resonances for a silica core and 
(D ) antibonding dipolar nanoshell resonances for an artificial core with c: = 12.0, as 
a function of the ratio of the outer radius of the shell, r 2 , to the effective core radius 
r ef! = 32 nm. 
troduced by a nonspherical core are due to the reduction of symmetry introduced by 
the variations in core geometries. For a system of spherical symmetry, only primitive 
plasmons of the same multipolar symmetry interact and hybridize. (36, 37) The spec-
trum for the spherical core in Figure 4A, for example, displays only dipolar nanoshell 
resonances due to the hybridization of the dipolar sphere plasmon mode with the 
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dipolar cavity plasmon mode. When the spherical symmetry of the core is broken, 
however, primitive plasmons of different multipolar symmetry can interact, resulting 
in the appearance of new modes in the spectrum due to the mixing of, for example, 
dipolar sphere plasmon modes with higher order cavity plasmon modes. This addi-
tional interaction also leads to larger shifts of the hybridized plasmon resonances. For 
the cubic silica core spectrum shown in Figure 4A, the symmetry breaking is relatively 
weak and results in a red shift of the dipole resonance and the appearance of a weak 
quadrupolar resonance discerned as a slight shoulder at 540 nm on the short wave-
length side of the dipolar resonance. For the concave cubic core, this effect is stronger, 
resulting in a more significant red shift of the dipolar mode and the appearance of 
a clearly distinguishable quadrupolar plasmon resonance at 540 nm. The calculated 
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) shifts of the bonding dipolar nanoshell 
resonance as a function of shell thickness for the three different silica core shapes are 
shown in Figure 4C,D, for low (e.g., silica) and high permittivity cores, respectively. 
To allow for a meaningful comparison of the optical properties of nanoshells of dif-
ferent core shapes, an effective core radius reff, defined as the radius of a spherical 
core of the same volume as the actual core, is used. For the silica permittivity case, 
a blue shift of the bonding nanoshell resonance is clearly observed with increasing 
shell thickness: for the high permittivity case, the opposite trend is observed. The 
qualitative features of these wavelength shifts do not depend strongly on the detailed 
shape of the core. (Local field enhancements for the lowest order dipolar modes of the 
structures depicted in Figure 4 are shown in the Supporting Information Figure Sl.) 
This analysis reveals that the shape of the dielectric core has only a minor influence 
on the extinction spectra and that core geometry does not affect the experimentally 
observed shell thickness dependent plasmon wavelength shifts. 
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On the basis of this analysis, the dielectric permittivity of the core material, not 
the shape of the core, is a major controlling factor in the plasmon resonant response 
of core-shell nanoparticles. We can take advantage of the dependence of the plas-
monic properties on core permittivity to estimate the dielectric properties of the core 
nanomaterial. This is important since it provides a method for measuring the dielec-
tric permittivity of nanocrystals or nanoparticles. This method is limited to study 
of dielectric functions of nanomaterials around which a plasmonic shell is grown. 
Despite the limited accuracy of this approach, it is to our knowledge the only avail-
able method for estimating the dielectric properties of nanocrystals or nanoparticles, 
which may differ significantly from the dielectric properties of the bulk phases of the 
material. This is particularly of interest for the case of exotic nanomaterials, such as 
wstite nanocrystals, where mixed oxidation states of iron oxide may be intentionally 
or unintentionally introduced into the nanostructure. To examine the core permit-
tivity dependence of tlie plasmonic properties, the plasmon resonant response of Au 
nanoshells with a spherical core for a large range of core permittivities was calcu-
lated using Mie theory (Figure 5). Core permittivities ranging from e = 2 to e = 
22 were calculated for the same size core-shell nanostructures. In each case, the core 
radius was rl= 36 nm, and the outer radius of the nanoparticle r2 was varied be-
tween 50 and 70 nm (Figure 5A). From this comprehensive mapping of the plasmonic 
properties of the core-shell structure, we can clearly observe the thickness dependent 
plasmon resonant wavelength shifts and their dependence on core permittivity. From 
the waterfall plots of Figure 5A, we see that for lower values of the core permittivity 
there is essentially no wavelength shift of the plasmon resonance for the rl and r2 
values studied. As the core permittivity is increased, however, several changes in 
the plasmonic properties are introduced. Figure 5B-D shows representative spectra 
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extracted from the waterfall plots of Figure 5A for cores with e = 2, 12, and 22, for 
qualitative comparison to our experimental spectra. In these spectra, we see that, for 
core permittivities smaller than 8, the low energy bonding mode always blue shifts 
and is attenuated with increasing shell thickness. For core permittivities larger than 
8, the antibonding mode becomes visible, and a strong red shift of this mode with 
increasing shell thickness is apparent for core permittivities of 10 and above. Al-
though the experimentally determined permittivities for bulk wstite and magnetite 
are smaller than 8 in the wavelength region of interest,(38) simulations modeling the 
core using bulk permittivity values, or a combination of both, do not show qualitative 
agreement with our experimental observations. The best match to our experimental 
data is found for e = 12 (Figure 5C). From these observations, we conclude that 
the effective permittivity of our nanocrystalline cores is quite likely in the e = 10-14 
range, significantly larger than bulk permittivity measurements which range from e 
= 4.8 to 5.8 for wstite and e = 5.5 to 6.1 for magnetite in our wavelength range.(38, 
39) 
We have shown that nanoparticles consisting of a wiistite core with magnetite-
rich corners and edges can be coated with a continuous gold shell in aqueous solution 
at room temperature. The procedure converts hydrophobic iron oxide nanoparticles 
to water soluble Au coated bifunctional nanoparticles and can be extended to the 
immobilization of other noble metals. The Au shell provides a surface for chemical 
functionality and long-term stabilization of the core material. Additionally, controlled 
oxidation of wiistite allows for tunability over the materials' magnetic properties 
while varying the Au shell thickness provides tunability of the plasmonic properties. 
Theoretical analysis of the plasmonic properties of these nanoparticles suggests that 
the plasmonic redshift that occurs with increasing Au shell thickness is due to a large 
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Figure 3.5 : (A ) Theoretical color contour representation of the extinction spectra for 
different core dielectric permittivities and shell thicknesses for the same effective core 
radius of r e f! = r 1 = 36 nm. Each panel shows the extinction spectra for a fixed Ecore 
with the shell radius increasing from r 2 = 50 to r 2 = 70 nm. The color corresponds 
to the extinction cross-section values normalized to the maximum extinction value. 
The surrounding medium is water (dielectric constant of 1.77). (B-D) Theoretically 
calculated extinction spectra for spherical nanoshells with different shell thicknesses 
(where r e f! = r 1 = 36 nm) normalized to the thinnest shell extinction peak, using a 
(B) high core dielectric permittivity of 22, (C ) core dielectric permittivity of 12, and 
(D ) low core dielectric permittivity of 2. The antibonding mode does not significantly 
shift in (B) and redshifts in (D) to higher wavelengths. The best match to the 
experimental data is shown in (C). 
dielectric permittivity of the core. Based on our simulations we estimate the core 
nanocrystal permittivity to be in the c = 8 - 10 range, larger than bulk permittivities 
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of wiistite and magnetite previously reported. The exhibited ferrimagnetic properties 
of the composites before and after Au coating can be quite useful in biomedical 
applications, for separation processes and as MRI contrast agents. Since magnetic 
core-shell nanostructures have been shown to assemble under an applied magnetic 
field, [77] assembly of the nanoparticles into arrays or superlattices could be utilized 
to study plasmon coupling in long-range periodic structures, which may lead to the 
development of new types of photonic-magnetic nanodevices. 
Chapter 4 
Probing the Plasmonic Near-Field of Gold 
Nanocrescent Antennas 
4.1 Introduction 
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Plasmonics as an interdisciplinary field involving light interaction with conductive 
matter on the sub-diffraction limit length scale has attracted strong and increasing 
interest from the scientific community in the past decade. Much of this attention con-
cerns the application of nanoparticles in surface enhanced spectroscopy and sensing. 
In addition, plasmonic interconnects and waveguides based on metal nanoparticle 
chains and arrays are expected to play a major role in the development of micro- and 
nano-scale optical devices. 
The interaction of electromagnetic radiation with metal nanoparticles is the foun-
dation of these applications and leads to the localized surface plasmon resonance 
(LSPR) phenomenon. One result of the excitation of plasmons is the creation of 
localized, enhanced electromagnetic (EM) fields, sometimes called hot spots. The 
EM near-field distribution on and near the surface of a metal nanoparticle is far 
from homogeneous, especially for anisotropic particles. This is particularly true for 
nanoparticles with sharp edges and, to a greater extent, sharp tips (vertices) which 
can spatially focus a significant portion of the incident EM field in an antenna effect. 
The edges, tips, gaps, and similar features in asymmetric structures or in multi-
particle assemblies such as dimers and other oligomers produce EM field hot spots 
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where the local electric field amplitude can exceed the incident field by factors of 10 
or greater (Elocat/ Eincident 2: 10). For many plasmonic structures and multi-particle 
assemblies, simulations have predicted that local EM fields in hot spots may exceed 
the incoming field by two and even three orders of magnitude. 
Simulations also have predicted that the magnitude and degree of spatial localiza-
tion of the plasmon induced near-field vary significantly depending on the nanoparticle 
size, geometry, radius of curvature (e.g. sharpness), and gap size between particles. 
This dependence provides an opportunity to manipulate the behavior of local EM 
fields through structural control. The EM near-field tunability is essential for such 
applications as metal nanoparticle based plasmon waveguiding, LSPR sensing, and 
surface enhanced spectroscopies. Maximum efficiency (e.g., energy transfer, mea-
sured signal, or enhancement factor) would be achieved in these applications if the 
EM field could be focused into a well-defined volume depending on the application. 
For example, the decay length of the EM field near the metal nanoparticle surface 
determines the sensing depth for LSPR sensors. LSPR sensing is based on the shift of 
the LSPR wavelength, Amax, upon binding of an analyte due to the change in dielec-
tric environment of the nanoparticle surface. The decay of the near-field determines 
the local probe volume and how far from a nanoparticle surface a binding event can 
be detected. The LSPR sensing depth, was studied extensively for Au and Ag nan-
otriangle LSPR sensors by VanDuyne and co-workers. They estimated an EM field 
decay length for Au nanotriangles of 5-15 nm (or 1-3% of light wavelength). The 
effective sensing distance from the surface of Ag nanotriangles increased to up to 35 
nm with a decrease in nanoparticle height from 40 nm to 25 nm. For gold nanorings, 
Sutherland and co-workers estimated an EM field decay length of 12 nm ("' 1% of the 
wavelength), in agreement with Discrete Dipole Approximation (DDA) calculations 
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that predicted decay lengths in a range from 8 nm for the outer ring wall to 24 nm 
for the inner ring wall. 
Typically, the EM near-field decay lengths ("" 10 nm) for finite size metal nanopar-
ticles are an order of magnitude lower than for propagating surface plasmon polari-
tons excited in extended structures such as planar gold films (200-300 nm). The short 
nanoparticle LSPR decay length has advantages and disadvantages depending on the 
intended application. The major advantage of a short decay length is a substantial 
red shift and high sensitivity to binding of small molecules near the surface (e.g., small 
organic molecules and small proteins) and lower sensitivity to the bulk environment 
(i.e., bulk refractive index changes, temperature fluctuations) beyond the local EM 
field. A short decay length may be adequate for detection of the binding of two layers 
of medium size protein molecules, such as streptavidin, so that the total multi-layer 
thickness is well within 10 nm from the NP surface. However, the drawback of such 
a short decay length is that any adsorption events beyond the typical EM near-field 
decay length range are not detected. For instance, it would be difficult to detect the 
binding of large bioparticles such as viruses or bacteria to capture antibodies immobi-
lized on the nanoparticle surface. A more extended sensing depth also is desirable for 
detection of binding events that do not take place directly on the plasmonic structure 
surface. With a more extended EM field decay length it would be possible to detect 
adsorption events at a greater distance from the surface such as on a support layer 
covering the plasmonic structure. For example, an Si02 layer could be deposited on 
the plasmonic structures in order to create a platform for lipid bilayer assembly. A 
more extended EM field decay, or longer range sensing depth, would be necessary to 
then detect protein adsorption on this layer. Ideally, both the decay length as well as 
the LSPR wavelength should be tunable in order to optimize the plasmonic structures 
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for specific sensing applications. 
N anocrescent (NC) antennas are one of the most structurally and optically tunable 
anisotropic metal nanoparticle morphologies. The utility of the NCs' unique NIR and 
IR plasmonic tunability for surface enhanced spectroscopy has already been demon-
strated in the observation of one of the highest nanoparticle area normalized surface 
enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy (SEIRA) enhancement factors reported in 
the literature. An understanding of how the NC structural parameters impact the 
EM near-field decay length is clearly important for LSPR sensing, light-guiding, and 
spectroscopy applications of NCs. 
Kreiter and co-workers investigated the local field properties of NCs prepared using 
200 nm diameter templates. For those NCs with a low in-plane aspect ratio (e.g., 
ratio of diameter to average width, 200/65 ~ 3), they found that the LSPR shifts 
corresponded to EM field decay lengths of 26 nm and 17 nm from the NC surface 
for the two major dipole plasmon resonances. These decay lengths were about 1.5-3 
times smaller than the theoretically predicted decay lengths obtained by assuming 
an exponential decay of the local EM field. Other authors have proposed that the 
LSPR probe length is related to the field intensity rather than the bare field, but so 
far no conclusive proof for either has been presented. The plasmon induced intensity 
dependence is discussed in more detail later in this article. The same group reported 
a 20 nm probe depth near the tips of a 150 nm template diameter NC for the short-
axis dipole resonance, but did not discuss the EM field behavior for any other region 
of the NC or for the dipole plasmon resonance excited along the long-axis of the NC. 
In this chapter, we present an investigation of the spatial distribution of the 
plasmon-induced near-field around gold NCs [78]. To probe the near-field behav-
ior, we monitored the LSPR shift of NCs to adsorption of dielectric layers of varying 
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thickness. The experimental results are analyzed using theoretical simulations and 
the EM field decay lengths for the NCs are determined. We discuss how the struc-
tural properties of NC antennas influence the near-field properties and compare the 
results with the near-field properties of other metal nanostructures. We show that 
the near-field distribution around NCs depends strongly on the structural parameters 
of the nanoparticle and that the spatial extent of the near-field can be tuned to large 
distances from the nanoparticle surface. The remarkable control of the spatial dis-
tribution of the near-field provided by NC suggests novel applications in plasmonic 
waveguiding and energy transfer applications. 
4.2 Results and Discussion 
Nanocrescents are fabricated in large numbers (~ 3 x 107 structures cm-2 ) on a 
glass substrate with good control over size, shape, and orientation by nanosphere 
template lithography (NTL). The NTL process starts with drop casting polystyrene 
(PS) beads on a glass substrate. The beads serve as individual templates for NC 
fabrication. Next a gold film is deposited at a controlled angle and then this gold film 
is etched vertically with argon ion beam milling. Finally the PS beads are removed 
from the substrate surface by lifting them off with tape. The result is an ensemble of 
mostly homogeneous individual NCs with uniform size and orientation, aspect ratio 
and tip sharpness. The azimuthal deposition angle may be used to control the aspect 
ratio of the NCs. The azimuthal angle is the angle between the metal source in the 
evaporation chamber and the normal to the substrate mounted on the sample holder 
during metal film deposition. We define the NC aspect ratio as the ratio of the NC 
diameter to the NC width at a central point of the structure as shown in Figure 4.1. 
A small azimuthal angle produces a thicker structure with a smaller in-plane aspect 
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_ 100 nm 
Figure 4.1 : SEM images and local EM field maps of representative gold NC antennas 
prepared using 410 nm diameter templates. SEM images of (A ) a low-aspect ratio 
NC10o which was bare (i. , not coated with a SAM or proteins) and (E) a high-
aspect ratio NC30o coated with a BAT /OEG SAM before exposure to PBS buffer. 
The approach used to estimate the NC aspect ratios is shown in (B ) and (F) where 
the aspect ratio is defined as the length/width (L/W) ratio. SEM images of NCs 
after exposure to PBS buffer (150 NaCl) show minimal structural changes for (C) a 
low-aspect ratio NC10o, PBSbuffer and more significant structure thinning for (G) a 
high-aspect ratio NC3oo, PBSbuffer after exposure to PBS buffer. Calculated long-axis 
LSPR Amax values and predicted EM fields for (D ) a low-aspect ratio NC and (H) a 
high-aspect ratio NC. The NC subscripts indicate the angle used for NC fabrication 
and exposure to solvent prior to the measurement. 
ratio , while larger angles result in a larger aspect ratio , more elongated and thinner 
NC. For example, an azimuthal angle of 10° produces NCs with an aspect ratio of 
about 4 as shown in Figure 4.1A. Thinner NCs with higher aspect ratios (5.5-6.6) are 
fabricated by using azimuthal deposition angles ranging from 25-35°. Throughout 
this article, we specify the angle of deposition as a subscript (NCxo ). Below we add a 
second subscript describing NC exposure to solvent. Figure 4.1E presents an example 
of a thinner, high-aspect ratio NC30o. 
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Figure 4.2 : Representative Vis-NIR extinction spectra of 410 nm template diame-
ter NCs before and after streptavidin binding. (A) Spectra show LSPR peaks in a 
broad spectral range. (B) Magnified view of LSPR peaks from spectra in A. Red 
and turquoise pectra correspond to low-aspect ratio structures (NC10o) and high-
a pect ratio structures (NC30o ), respectively, after functionalization with a mixture 
of OEG- and BAT-terminated thiols. The high-aspect ratio NCs (NC3oo, PBS buffer) 
were functionalized after exposure to PBS buffer. Black and gray spectra show the 
LSPR responses of the NCs after binding of streptavidin. 
The extinction spectra presented in Figure 4.2 are representative for low- and 
high-aspect ratio NCs prepared using 410-nm-diameter PS t mplates. The NCs have 
at least three well-separated, experimentally observed LSPR extinction peaks in the 
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600-3600 nm spectral range with two plasmon bands, the long-axis dipole resonance 
and short-axis dipole resonance, exhibiting high sensitivity to the dielectric environ-
ment. We define the long-axis and short-axis resonances with respect to the NC 
antenna structure features as shown in the inset in Figure 4.2. A third weak LSPR 
extinction peak on the blue side of the short-axis dipole in the NIR region is the 
long-axis quadrupole plasmon resonance. Since this mode has very small dipolar con-
tent, it couples only weakly to light. For the open NCs described in this chapter, the 
quadrupole LSPR peak is in close proximity with the short-axis dipole LSPR peak 
and only occasionally appears in the spectra as a shoulder. Since this peak typically 
is not well-resolved, we do not discuss it further. 
We used two experimental approaches to characterize the local EM fields for both 
high- and low-aspect ratio NCs. The first approach to probe the LSPR near-fields 
around the NC antenna on a nanometer-scale ( < 10 nm) is based on functionaliz-
ing the structures with a mixed self-assembled monolayer (SAM) containing biotin-
terminated thiolates and then adsorbing streptavidin (SA) to form layers with fairly 
well-defined thicknesses. Upon the increase in the local refractive index of the medium 
near the surface of a NC due to binding of the SAM and the SA, the LSPR peak 
(Amax) red shifts. We monitored these LSPR peak shifts (b.Amax) after each adsorp-
tion step (the SAM and then the SA). In order to probe the decay of the near-field for 
larger distances, we deposited relatively thick ("' 18 nm) layers of silicon and mon-
itored the LSPR b.Amax after deposition of each layer. The LSPR b.Amax response 
data from both experiments and calculations was used to estimate the plasmon EM 
near-field decay length for the NCs. As the position of the LSPR extinction peaks 
may vary over a broad spectral range depending on the NC structural parameters, 
we describe not only the absolute peak position shifts, b.)..max, but also the relative 
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LSPR shifts, t6.>.maxl Amax· 
4.2.1 NC structural changes induced by solvents 
Prior to investigation of the EM near-field decay length, we observed structural 
changes after the NCs were exposed to solutions of PBS buffer or ethanol. The im-
pact of the solvent exposure is most easily observed through blue shifts of the LSPR 
extinction peaks of NCs after exposure to these solvents. This blue shift is due to 
the rounding of the sharp NC tips. Similar structural changes upon exposure of gold 
and silver nanotriangles to solvents (including water) were reported by Van Duyne 
and coworkers. Observation of similar solvent effects is not surprising given the fact 
that the nanotriangles are fabricated on a substrate using a nanosphere lithography 
process that is similar to the present NTL process used to prepare NCs. The experi-
mentally measured blue LSPR shifts for the nanotriangles after exposure to solvents 
were supported by results from calculations by Hao et al. [79, 80] which predicted a 
LSPR Amax blue shift upon truncation of the tips of a nanotriangle. Annealing of 
nanotriangles in ethanol and other solvents (e.g., hexane, methanol) is typically used 
to saturate the structural changes after fabrication. 
We investigated the NC structural changes induced by solvent exposure. In par-
ticular, we probed if the effects of the structural changes on the LSPR measurements 
could be minimized by exposure of the NCs to solvents prior to any functionalization 
or adsorption process. Because ethanol is the solvent used for the SAM formation 
process, we first investigated the structural changes of NCs after exposure to ethanol. 
The NCs on glass were submerged in ethanol for 12-24 hours. This exposure to ethanol 
resulted in blue LSPR Amax shifts in the range of 5-12 nm (0.5-0.8% of t6.>.maxl Amax 
relative shift) for the NCs. Those shifts are modest if compared to the 48 nm blue 
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shift from 695 to 64 7 nm ( 7% of !::.A.max / Amax relative shift) for Ag nanotriangles after 
a 30 minute exposure to water reported by Malinsky et al. [81] We found that after 
12 hours of exposure to ethanol, the NCs were stable and did not undergo any further 
detectable structural or optical changes. 
We also observed structural changes and LSPR Amax shifts after exposure of the 
NCs to phosphate buffered saline (PBS). This was the same PBS buffer used for 
the SA adsorption experiments. When the NCs were immersed in the PBS buffer 
for a time comparable to that used for SA adsorption ("' 60 minutes), we observed 
Amax shifts of"' 10 nm which were similar to the shifts observed after exposure to 
ethanol. However, we observed more significant structural changes when the NCs 
were exposed to the PBS buffer either by flowing the buffer over the NCs or when 
the NCs were immersed for a long period of time. After exposure of NCs to a flowing 
PBS solution, we observed significant Amax blue shifts (e.g., up to 87 nm) of the 
short- and long-axis dipole resonances and a decrease in the extinction amplitude. 
We also investigated the saturation of the spectral changes by monitoring the LSPR 
spectra after sequential exposures to PBS buffer until there was no shift or just a 
negligible blue shift in the LSPR Amax· After 130 hours of immersion of bare NCs 
in PBS solution, a saturation of structural changes was demonstrated by no further 
Amax blue shift. The maximum total Amax blue shift, which was observed for the long-
axis dipole plasmon resonance, was about 110 nm. One possible explanation for the 
observed LSPR Amax blue shift for the buffer-exposed NCs may be that the thickness 
of the NCs decreases due to etching induced by the presence of chloride ions ( ::::::0.015 
M of Cl-) in the PBS buffer. Etching of the gold NCs could lead to an increase in 
the percentage of NC area exposed to the lower refractive index medium, air (n::::::1) 
with a decrease of the area exposed to the glass substrate (n::::::l.6), leading to more 
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extensive blue shifts. Etching also will contribute to smoothing the NC structure and 
rounding its tips, leading to a larger blue shift. More detailed analysis of the NC 
structural changes and further investigation of this hypothesis is underway. 
The experiments described above were done with unfunctionalized NCs. We also 
probed whether functionalization of the NCs with thiolates prior to PBS buffer expo-
sure could protect the structures from the effects of the buffer. However, SAM-coated 
NCs still demonstrated a substantial blue shift of the Amax in the range of 40-70 nm 
after immersion in PBS buffer for long periods of time. The most surprising finding 
was how the exposure to the buffer impacted the structure of SAM-modified NCs as 
shown by both the spectroscopic data and the SEM analysis. The SEM images of 
low aspect ratio NCs showed no detectable change in the maximum width or in-plane 
aspect ratio relative to NCs that were not exposed to buffer. However, after buffer 
exposure, the tips of the low aspect ratio NCs are rounded compared to the sharp 
tips typically observed for these structures as shown in Figure 4.1 A, C. In contrast, 
the SEM images of the high aspect ratio N Cs exposed to PBS buffer demonstrated a 
decrease in the in-plane width (e.g., by about half, typically from 70-90 nm to 33-50 
nm for 410 nm NC template diameter) and a decrease in the radius of curvature of 
the NC tips (i.e., increase in tip sharpness), as shown in the SEM images in Figure 4.1 
E, G. Those structural changes were accompanied by an increase in the aspect ratio 
from 6.6 to 8.5 and up to a 27% increase in NC extinction efficiency (from 29 to 40, 
see Table 4.1). The extinction efficiency, which is the ratio of optical cross section 
of a NC to its geometrical cross section, is an important parameter showing how 
efficiently a nanoparticle interacts with incident EM radiation. The overall extinc-
tion efficiency of a long-axis dipole LSPR peak is proportional to the NC in-plane 
aspect ratio as demonstrated in Figure 4.3. For 40 nm thick and 410 nm diameter 
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NCs which were xposed to PBS buffer (Figure 4.1G shows a representative SEM 
image), the extinction efficiency is a high as 40 if the spectrum is acquir d with 
the incident light polarized along the long-axis of the NC. These NCs demonstrate 
the highest experimentally obtained extinction efficiency for any metal nanoparticle 
morphology reported in literature, demonstrating an unusually strong interaction of 
these structur with incident EM radiation. 
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Figure 4.3 : Representative Vis-NIR extinction spectra of 410 nm template diame-
ter NCs before and after streptavidin binding. (A) Spectra show LSPR peaks in a 
broad spectral range. (B) Magnified view of LSPR peaks from spectra in A. Red 
and turquoise spectra correspond to low-aspect ratio structures (NC 10o) and high-
aspect ratio structures (NC30o ) , respectively, after functionalization with a mixture 
of OEG- and BAT-terminated thiols. The high-aspect ratio NCs (NC3oo, PBS bu ff er) 
were functionalized after exposure to PBS buffer. Black and gray spectra show the 
LSPR responses of th NCs after binding of streptavidin. 
We investigated the effect of the solvent-induced structural changes on the local 
EM fields using simulations. Figure 4.1D presents the EM field map for low aspect 
ratio NCs (AR = 4) and how the local field distribution may be impacted due to 
structural changes. From the simulations, the calculated extinction cross section of 
2.2 x 10- 12 m for a single NC with local EM field enhancement (e.g., Ezacad E o, where 
Etacal is the local EM field and Eo is the incident EM field) is 90 near the NC tips. 
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Based on this optical cross section as well as on an estimate of the NC geometrical 
cross section (0.057 f-Lm2), the structure has an extinction efficiency about 40. This 
number is approximately twice the experimental extinction efficiency of low aspect 
ratio NCs. The simulation of the local electric field on and near the high aspect 
ratio NC produced an extinction cross section of 1.9 x 10-12 m for a long-axis dipole 
mode of a single N C with local electric field enhancement as high as 400 near the 
NC tips as shown in Figure 4.1H. Based on this optical cross section as well as 
on an estimate of the NC geometrical cross section (0.025 f-Lm2), the NC extinction 
efficiency is estimated to be 76. To our knowledge, this value is the highest calculated 
extinction efficiency reported for any nanoparticle morphology. This number is again 
about twice the experimental value for ensemble measurements for the high aspect 
ratio NCs. A possible explanation for the difference between the experimental and 
calculated values may be the effect of the EM field interference from neighboring NCs 
in the ensemble. Also structural imperfections such as surface roughness that are not 
accounted for in the model, but are present in the experimental NC structures, may 
contribute to this difference in extinction efficiency. 
When we exposed NCs to different solvents and solutions, only blue shifts in NC 
extinction spectra were observed. Therefore we may assume that upon functional-
ization of NCs with SAMs, the red shift upon SAM formation will not overestimate 
the response of the NCs to the SAM layer. On the contrary, the LSPR >-max red 
shift upon SAM formation on the NC may be somewhat diminished and therefore 
underestimated if there is a simultaneous blue shift due to solvent effects. However, 
unless specifically noted, we may disregard the solvent effects after SAM or SA bind-
ing. This is in part because the solvent effects had been saturated for most of the 
samples included in the data analysis. In addition, the PBS buffer exposure time was 
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relatively short (60-100 min) compared to the saturation immersion time (12+ hours) 
which led to the largest structural changes and blue shifts, and therefore, the effects 
of solvent exposure on the LSPR Amax shifts are expected to be minimal even in the 
presence of NaCl. In order to provide complete information about the NC samples, 
we include an additional subscript, NCxo,solvent to indicate exposure to PBS buffer or 
ethanol prior to functionalization. If there was no exposure of the N Cs to solvent prior 
to the functionalization or measurement, no solvent subscript is included. The first 
subscript, X 0 , is the deposition angle used in the fabrication of the NCs as described 
above. 
4.2.2 Probing the response of NCs to adsorption of thin dielectric layers 
Table 4.1 
ffi" 
Summary of relationship of aspect ratios of the NCs with extinction 
e c1ency an d LSPR t SA b" d. response o m mg 
NC template diameter, Aspect Extinction 
angle of deposition, and ratio efficiency 
etching process 
410 nm, 10°, PBS buffer 4.0 17* 
410 nm, 30°, no exposure 6.6 29* 
410 nm, 30°, PBS buffer 8.5 4ot 
291 nm, 30°, PBS buffer 6.2 29t 
*Value was obtained using ""'85% polarized light. 
tvalue was obtained using ""'100% polarized light. 
L}.).max L}.).max 
(long axis) (short axis) 
12 7.5 
33 19 
43 37 
35 25 
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We used SAM formation of w-functionalized alkyl thiols and streptavidin (SA) 
adsorption to characterize the short range EM field decay near NC antennas. A 
mixed SAM containing biotin- and oligo( ethyleneglycol)-functionalized alkyl thiols 
(BAT and OEG, respectively) was used to provide a binding surface for SA adsorption. 
For these studies, we allowed the SAM to form from a mixed BAT /OEG solution in 
ethanol for 2 hours and observed NC Amax red shifts in a range of 5-13 nm. After 
SAM formation, we exposed the NCs to SA which was expected to bind to the biotin 
groups exposed on the SAM-functionalized NC surface. In the characterization of the 
short range EM near-field decay, the LSPR peak in the visible spectral region was 
not analyzed because the LSPR peak shifts upon SAM formation and SA binding 
were modest (only a few nanometers) and in fact close to the uncertainty of the Amax 
measurement (e.g., 0.5-2 nm depending on the LSPR peak width and amplitude). 
The measured average red shifts or ~Amax values were 8-37 nm for the short-axis 
dipole and 17-40 nm for the long-axis dipole LSPR peaks, depending on the aspect 
ratio of the NCs. Results for representative NC samples are summarized in Table 4.1. 
For the 410 nm template diameter NCs, we observed increases in the red shifts of 
both the long-axis and short-axis dipole plasmon resonances with an increase in the 
NC aspect ratio. Values of ~Amax for SA binding increased by an average of "' 85% 
when the in-plane aspect ratio of NCs increased from about 4 for the low aspect 
ratio structures (NC10a) to average of 6.6 for high aspect ratio structures (NC30a) 
The magnitude of the LSPR shift is larger than that observed for the low aspect 
ratio NCs (NC10a) by as much as 110% for the thinnest NCs (NC3oa, PBS buffer) with 
an aspect ratio of 8.5 which were the result of exposing thin, high aspect ratio NCs 
(NC3oo) to PBS buffer. Figure 3 presents the linear dependence of the .6.-Amax for 
long-axis and short-axis dipole resonances on aspect ratio for some representative 
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NC samples. For the thin NCs fabricated with a 30° azimuthal angle (NC3oa) the 
initial in-plane aspect ratio is 6.6 which increased by 29% to 8.5 upon exposure to 
the PBS buffer (NC3oa, PBS buffer)· This increase is very well matched by about the 
same .6.>-max increase of 30% for the long-axis plasmon resonance from 33 nm to 43 
nm. 
For the thicker, lower aspect ratio AuNCs (i.e., NC10o) that had no measureable 
change in aspect ratio after exposure to solvents there is no increase in the long-
axis dipole LSPR .6.>-max but a decrease in the short-axis LSPR .6.>-max from 12-15 
nm to 8 nm that may be due to a slight truncation of the tips of the structures 
(Figure 4.2B). For SA binding to the thin, 410 nm diameter NCs formed by exposure 
to PBS (i.e., NC3oo, PBS buffer) and then functionalized with a BAT/OEG mixed 
SAM, we observed up to a 43 nm long-axis LSPR Amax red shift from 2445 nm to 
2485 nm (a relative shift (.6.>-maxl >-max) of 1.8%) as well as up to a 37 nm short-axis 
>-max red shift from 1425 nm to 1462 nm (2.5%). Both of these shifts are larger 
than the 27 nm >-max red shift (e.g. 3.8% relative shift) reported for SA binding to 
biotin-functionalized Ag nanotriangular prisms with LSPR >-max of 610 nm. Also 
both AuNC LSPR red shifts are much larger than absolute and relative red-shifts for 
bovine serum albumin (.6.>-max = 6.4- 13.4 nm or 1.2% relative shift) and neutravidin 
(.6.>-max = 3.7 nm or 0.3% relative shift) binding to a gold nanoring based LSPR sensor 
with an LSPR >-max of about 1120 nm. The larger LSPR response is not surprising 
due to the increase in the refractive index sensitivity of the NC antennas which 
have LSPRs at longer wavelengths compared to the nanotriangles and nanorings. 
The distribution of the local EM fields near the surfaces of these different plasmonic 
structures also plays a role. This is demonstrated by the dependence of the LSPR 
response (~>-max) on the aspect ratio of the NCs. Overall we found that the structural 
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changes induced by exposure of the NCs to solvent such as PBS buffer containing 
NaCl may be useful in tailoring the properties of the structures. For example, our 
investigations show that the thinner, high aspect ratio NCs are more sensitive to the 
local dielectric environment in the distance range of i 10 nm than any other LSPR 
sensor based on other NP morphologies, in terms of the absolute ~Amax response. 
In general, thinner, higher aspect ratio NCs provide higher sensitivity compared to 
lower aspect ratio structures for binding of small- and medium-sized molecules to the 
SAM-functionalized NC surface. 
4.2.3 Investigation of the longer range NC EM field decay using silicon 
layers 
In order to probe the EM near-field for larger distances, we coated NCs with multiple 
layers of amorphous silicon by sputtering. We prepared the coated NCs in a step-
wise approach and measured the NC LSPR Amax shift (~>-max) after addition of each 
layer. We used SEM images of the NC structures to develop models for calculating 
the LSPR response to layers of dielectric material. We combined the experimental 
and calculated LSPR response data to estimate the decay lengths for the long-axis 
and short-axis plasmon resonances. This is described in more detail below. 
Low and high aspect ratio 410 nm AuNCs were coated with up to 55.2 nm of 
silicon in three 18.4 ± 1.5 nm thick layers by sputtering. LSPR extinction spectra 
were collected after deposition of each silicon layer. Significant LSPR ?max red 
shifts were observed after each deposition step for both dipolar NC LSPR modes 
as shown by the representative spectra in Figure 4.4. The red shift for each of the 
plasmon resonances exceeds the uncertainty in the Amax measurement (e.g. 2-4 nm 
for Amax = 2200 - 3300 nm) by at least one or even two orders of magnitude. As 
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Figure 4.4 : (A) Experimental ensemble LSPR extinction spectra and (B) simulated 
single particle NC extinction spectra for 410 nm template gold NCs and after coating 
with three 18-nm thick silicon layers. 
expected, with each additional layer of ilicon, the LSPR peaks red shift. For thicker 
silicon layers , the individual LSPR peaks were difficult to distinguish due to additional 
structure in the spectra, most likely due to additional scattering and Fabry-Perot (FP) 
resonances in the silicon layer. We calculated the extinction spectra of an individual 
gold NC on a glass substrate with the same inner diameter ( 410 nm) and structural 
characteristics as the fabricated NCs. Figure 4.4 presents the calculated spectra for 
a bare NC and for the same structure after sequentially adding 18 nm thick silicon 
layers. The values for both the experimental spectra and the calculated spectra are 
shown in Table 4.2. There is excellent agreement between the LSPR Amax values 
from the experiment and the simulation for bare NC and after adding silicon layers , 
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especially considering that the model does not take into account some the structural 
features such as grain size and roughness. The similarity between the measured and 
calculated LSPR widths is additional evidence for the homogeneity of the NCs in the 
ensemble based experimental measurements. 
Table 4.2 : NC extinction peak Amax for long-axis and short-axis dipole LSPRs ob-
tained from experiment and simulation after addition of silicon layers 
Silicon layer Long-axis dipole Amax' nm Short-axis dipole Amax' nm 
thickness, nm experiment simulation experiment simulation 
0 2290 2270 1300 1300 
18 2640 2620 1516 1550 
36 2875 2900 1642 1630 
54 3129 3170 1706 1700 
We used the experimental and simulation data of the LSPR response of the NCs 
to the addition of silicon layers to estimate the LSPR EM near-field decay length. In 
contrast to propagating plasmons in a planar geometry where the near field decays 
exponentially away from the surface, the local fields around a finite nanoparticle 
will decay polynomially. However, the near field around a finite nanoparticle can be 
approximately parameterized using an exponential decay. For simplicity, we therefore 
apply the relationship used by Jung et al [82] to describe the EM field of a propagating 
plasmon at a planar gold film-dielectric interface as follows 
(4.1) 
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where ~Amax (d) is the SPR wavelength shift response to the addition of a dielec-
tric layer with thickness d, m is the sensitivity of the SPR sensor to bulk refractive 
index changes, na is the refractive index of the adsorbed layer, ns is the refractive 
index of the medium of the bulk or surrounding dielectric material, and ld is the EM 
near-field decay length. Several groups have used this relationship to describe the 
EM near-field decay for finite plasmonic metal nanostructures. For an anisotropic 
metal nanostructure, this relationship is an oversimplification. This is certainly the 
case for NCs where simulations predict a strong dependence of the EM field decay 
on the local structural properties. Although Equation 4.1 does not take into account 
the anisotropy of the EM near-field, the single exponential can be used to provide an 
approximation of the average field decay which is what is probed in our experimental 
measurements. 
We have used Equation 4.1 to estimate the decay length for the 410 nm NCs. 
Two approaches may be used to apply Equation 4.1. The first is to measure the 
sensitivity factor, m, for the NCs and incorporate the refractive indices for bulk di-
electric material which is air (ns = 1.00) for our measurements and the dielectric of 
the silicon layers ( na = 3.46 at the LSPR wavelengths probed in the experiment). A 
disadvantage with this approach is that it is rather tedious to measure m at multi-
ple wavelengths across the entire LSPR wavelength region for different solvents with 
known n values and no absorption bands which would interfere with the LSPR shift 
measurements. An alternative approach is to use the fact that the term m ( na - n 8 ) 
describes the maximum NC LSPR response expected for an infinitely thick adsorbed 
layer of material with a refractive index of na. We can then measure the maximum 
LSPR response at saturation, ~Amax (dsat). This would normally be done by moni-
toring the LSPR Amax shift for thicker layers of the material (e.g., silicon for these 
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experiments) until there is no additional LSPR Amax shift indicating saturation. How-
ever, we found that the experimental measurement of the saturation of 6-A.max (dsat) 
presents a challenge due to the spectral changes caused by the FP resonances. As 
an alternative, we used simulations to estimate the saturation LSPR 6-A.max (dsat) for 
the NCs. In order to estimate the EM field decay length, we replace m (na - n 8 ) with 
6-A.max (dsat)· As mentioned above, the maximum LSPR 6-A.max (dsat) is the LSPR 
peak shift after which there is no additional shift with an increase in the thickness of 
the dielectric layer (in this case silicon) covering the NC. After replacing m (na - ns) 
with 6-A.max (dsat) and rearranging the terms, Equation 4.1 takes the form 
(4.2) 
We linearized this relationship and used experimental and calculated values for 
6-A.max (d) for a range of silicon layer thicknesses (d = 0, 18, 36, 54 nm) to estimate 
the average decay length, ld. Simulations provided values for 6-A.max (dsat) of 6330 
nm and 2300 nm for the long-axis LSPR and the short-axis LSPR, respectively. The 
silicon layer thickness that produced these saturation LSPR 6-A.max (dsat) values was 
400 nm. The estimated decay lengths are presented in Table 4.3. We also include the 
decay lengths for smaller NCs, nanotriangles and nanorings which were all fabricated 
using a template lithography process on a substrate. The NC data published by 
Bocchio et al. [83] also were based on application of an exponential relationship to 
estimate the decay length for smaller NCs. However, we adjusted the value for the 
EM near-field decay length to take into account the dependence on the local intensity 
to allow direct comparison of data for all of the structures. This dependence on 
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Table 4.3 : Optical properties of nanocrescents (NCs), nanorings (NRs), and nano-
triangles (NTs), collected from experiments (exp) and simulations (sim) 
Dipole LSPR Probe Decay Relative decay Source 
resonance A max depth length length,% 
NC Long-axis 3170 nm 346 nm 692 nm 22 exp 
NC Long-axis 3129 nm 370 nm 740 nm 24 sim 
NC Short-axis 1700 nm 252 nm 404 nm 24 exp 
NCs Short-axis 1796 nm 217 nm 434 nm 24 sim 
NCs [83] Long-axis 1364 nm 26.2 nm+ 52 nm+ 4 exp 
NCs [83] Long-axis 1364 nm 70 nm+ 140 nm+ 10 sim 
NCs [83] Short-axis 897 nm 17.2 nm+ 34.4 nm+ 4 exp 
NCs [83] Short-axis 897 nm 32 nm+ 64 nm+ 7 sim 
NRs [42] In-plane 1100 nm 12 nm§ 1 exp 
NTs [84] In-plane 700 nm 5-15 1-3 exp 
intensity, or E1acal 2 , is incorporated in equations 1 and 2 by including the factor of 2 
in the exponent. The values provided by Bocchio et al. [83] more accurately describe 
the probe depth which is one half of the field decay length. The local intensity is 
especially important to consider due to the dependence of refractive index sensing 
and spectroscopy applications on the local light intensity. 
The long-axis LSPR decay lengths of 692 nm (experimental) and 740 nm (simula-
tion) and the short-axis decay lengths of 404 nm (experimental) and 434 nm (simula-
tion) significantly exceed both the predicted and measured EM field decay lengths for 
t Adjusted to account for the light intensity dependence. 
§Account for the light intensity dependence of the measured LSPR response. 
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other fabricated structures such as gold nanotriangles ('""-' 12 nm) and gold nanorings 
(5 to 15 nm). The decay length values for the 410 nm template NCs also exceed 
both experimental (52 nm) and simulated (140 nm) decay lengths for low aspect ra-
tio (AR = 3) NCs of smaller template diameter (200 nm). [83] Overall, longer field 
decay lengths for the larger NCs are expected due to the much longer wavelengths of 
the LSPRs compared to the plasmon resonances for smaller NCs, nanotriangles, and 
nanorings. In order to compare the behavior for different structures, normalization 
of the EM field decay length to either nanoparticle size or LSPR wavelength is one 
approach to assess how the EM decay length varies for a given geometry relative to 
the decay length for other geometries. We therefore normalized the EM near-field 
decay length to the wavelength of the LSPR. This is especially useful in situations 
where the exact geometry of the particle cannot be unambiguously determined. For 
example, two NC samples of the same template diameter but different aspect ratios, 
(fabricated at different azimuthal metal deposition angles) would have different as-
pect ratios. Such a ratio of the decay length to the LSPR Amax was also used in the 
characterization of the LSPR EM field decay near Ag nanotriangles by Haes et al. [84] 
Relative decay lengths obtained from both experiments and simulations for the 
410 nm templated NCs, as well as for the smaller NCs, nanotriangles, and nanorings 
are presented in Table 4.3. In addition to exhibiting significantly larger absolute 
decay lengths, the NCs also have larger relative decay lengths (22-24% relative to the 
LSPR wavelength) compared to the other structures. The more extended EM near-
field decay for the larger NCs is surprising based on the behavior of the smaller NCs. 
One would expect the relative decay lengths to be quite similar. These results show 
the EM field decay length does not scale simply with nanoparticle size and LSPR 
wavelength. Instead, there seems to be a transition where the EM fields become 
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much more extended such as in the case of the larger NCs. 
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Figure 4.5 : (A) Calculated near-field distributions for excitation of th longitudi-
nal dipolar resonance of three NCs of different template diameter (D) and structure 
thickness (T) at resonance (Amax): D=410 nm, T=43 nm at Amax= 2200 nm; D=200 
nm, T=43 nm at Amax= 1500 nm; and D=lOO nm and T= 20 nm at Amax = 1200 
nm. (B) Near-field distribution in vertical sections perpendicular to the NC plane for 
the NCs in (A). 
Evidence for this transition is shown in Figure 4.5 , where the plasmon induced 
near-field is shown for three NC of different sizes. For the large NC in Figure 4.5A, the 
near-field extends more than 400 nm away from the tips in the longitudinal direction 
while for the two smaller structures in Figure 4.5B and C it is much more confined. 
Interestingly, the smaller, 210 nm templated NCs exhibit relative decay lengths (4-
10%) which are between the re ults for the nanotriangles (1 - 3%) and nanorings 
(1%) and the more extended fields and much larger relative decay (22- 24%) of the 
410 nm templated NCs. The different relative decay lengths for the 410 nm and the 
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210 nm templated NCs demonstrates the possibility of controlling and manipulating 
the near-fields around the NC within a large spatial range. Although the amplitude 
of the field diminishes over the decay length, less localized fields may be useful in 
some applications. For example, the much more extended EM fields of the 410 nm 
templated NCs provide an opportunity to transfer energy over longer distances and 
an opportunity for coupling of the EM fields to surrounding materials. Our estimated 
decay lengths of the plasmon-induced near-field should not be taken literally due to 
the assumption of an exponential decay in the model, Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2. 
However, the finding of the significantly extended decay lengths for the larger NCs 
clearly reflects the physical situation as also illustrated in Figure 4.5. 
Chapter 5 
Perforated Semishells: Far Field Directional 
Control and an Optical Frequency Magnetic 
Response 
5.1 Introduction 
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Reduced symmetry plasmonic nanostructures can be designed to support a range of 
novel optical phenomena, such as nanoscale control of the far-field scattering pro-
file and magnetic resonances at optical frequencies. A family of reduced-symmetry 
nanostructures - plasmonic semishells with specifically shaped and oriented perfora-
tions introduced into the metallic shell layer- can be tailored to control these effects. 
Unlike core shell nanoparticles, perforated semishells can be fabricated using a com-
bination of clean room techniques. For a semishell with a single spherical perforation 
positioned on its symmetry axis, we examine how the resonant modes of the struc-
ture depend on hole size and shape. Placing the perforation off the symmetry axis 
allows a family of higher-order modes to be excited in the nanostructure, along with 
complex near field charge distributions for the various resonant modes. This reduced-
symmetry case provides a platform for optical studies, which agree quite well with 
theoretical analysis. Our study also examines two important variations of this struc-
ture: a semishell with multiple perforations in the shell layer, and a semishell with a 
wedge like "slice" in the shell layer. A semishell with a wedge-like perforation can be 
thought of as a 3 dimensional analog of a split ring resonator (SRR), an important 
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nanoscale component in metamaterial design. Here we show that the dimensions of 
the wedge like perforation, which control the effective optical frequency resistance, in-
ductance, and capacitance of this structure, determine the frequency of the magnetic 
mode. 
5.2 Background 
Metallic nanostructures are a vital component of future optical materials and devices, 
including metamaterials logic circuits sensors, and energy transducing structures. In 
a metamaterial, the optical response is determined by the geometry of its subwave-
length constituents, typically metallic structures, which define the frequency depen-
dent optical response of the material and its ability to control and manipulate light. 
As electrical interconnects decrease in size, approaching the fundamental quantum 
limit, metal plasmonic nanostructures become an alternative to replace conventional 
on chip interconnects. By focusing light to volumes far below the diffraction limit, 
plasmonic nanostructures enable subwavelength optical components on the size scale 
of modern integrated logic circuits. Plasmonic nanostructures can also enhance the 
conversion of light to electrical energy in solar cells, and the conversion of electrical to 
light energy in light emitting diodes (LEDs), improving energy conversion efficiencies. 
The optical response of a plasmonic nanostructure is a sensitive function of its 
geometry and can be controlled using a range of metal dielectric geometries, while 
keeping the overall size small. The spatial distribution of the local fields of a plasmonic 
nanostructure determines its interaction with the surrounding medium. Introducing 
defects or reducing structure symmetry in a controlled manner can allow for light 
coupling to plasmon modes whose interaction would otherwise be forbidden. Such 
symmetry breaking can result in magnetically excited modes, electromagnetically in-
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duced transparency, excitation of propagating modes in nanowires and thin metal 
films, and localized nanoparticle plasmons. Recently it was shown that reduced sym-
metry structures can have a strong structural resonance tunability, large local field 
enhancements, and strong directionality of scattered light. "Nanocups" or semishells 
are excellent examples of asymmetric plasmonic nanostructures. The resonances of 
these partially metal-coated dielectric spheres depend on the size of the dielectric 
sphere and the thickness of the metal shell layer, and additionally, can be modified 
by the geometric configuration of the metal edge and its surface roughness. 
Here we use a" nanocup", or semishell, as our starting point to design and fabricate 
a family of novel plasmonic nanostructures with interesting and useful properties. By 
fabricating a perforation into the metallic shell layer of a semishell, its optical prop-
erties can be altered dramatically. We examine the effect of hole size, shape, and 
location on the optical properties of the nanostructure. We begin by examining a 
symmetrically placed hole on a semishell, examining the effect of hole size and shape 
on the optical properties of the perforated semishell. Shifting the perforation to an 
arbitrary off axis location on the semishell alters its optical properties, allowing the 
excitation of a series of higher order resonances. A fabrication protocol is devel-
oped that allows us to access this reduced symmetry regime experimentally, to probe 
its optical properties. This approach combines anisotropic metal deposition with 
anisotropic metal etching on nanoparticles deposited on substrates, and is a practical 
fabrication method for depositing partial metallic shell layers onto nanoparticles in 
complex configurations and geometries. Finally, we explore two interesting perforated 
semishell regimes: the case of a semishell with multiple perforations, and the case of a 
semishell with a wedge like perforation, which possesses a tunable magnetic plasmon 
mode suitable for metamaterial applications. We examine how the dimensions of the 
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wedge control the magnetic resonance characteristic of this geometry. 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
Our initial studies start with the symmetric structure, which consists of an ellipsoidal 
semishell with a spherical cavity, where the shell thickness gradually decreases from 
the symmetry axis to the edges of the shell layer. Such a nonuniform thickness 
gradient provides a realistic model of metallic shell growth using gold evaporation 
onto spherical nanoparticles that have been immobilized on a substrate. In the present 
study, the inner spherical surface radius is 55 nm and the outer shell radii are 60 nm 
at the edges and 65 nm at the center of the semishelllayer. We start by introducing 
a circular cylindrical hole into the center of the semishell metallic layer (Figure 5.1). 
The evolution of the semishell spectra as a function of the hole radius r from 0 nm 
(unperforated semishell) to 50 nm is shown in Figure 5.1A. Two different orientations 
of incident polarization are examined: where the electric field is polarized along the 
symmetry axis of the structure and the direction of propagation of light parallel 
to the edge of the semishell (Figure 5.1A, left), and the case where the k-vector is 
along the symmetry axis of the nanostructure (Figure 5.1A, right). We will refer 
to these two cases as axial and transverse polarization, respectively. For the case 
of r = 0 nm, an unperforated semishell, the structure supports a dipole mode that 
follows the polarization of the incident light, as the E-field of the incident wave drives 
the electrons in the semishell. Axially polarized incident light excites an axial dipole 
mode at A= 832 nm (Figure 5.1A, left) and transverse-polarized incident light excites 
a transverse dipole at A= 1156 nm (Figure 5.1A, right). Weak quadrupolar features 
are observed at slightly higher energy relative to the dipolar mode in each case. 
Introducing a small circular cylindrical perforation on the symmetry axis of the 
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Figure 5.1 : Bright plasmon modes of a semishell of radius r = 65 nm, with a circular 
cylindrical, coaxial hole , for three hole radii (L R): r =50 nm, r = 35 nm, r = 25 nm, 
and r = 0 nm (for comparison) . The arne sequence of geometries is calculated in (A ), 
(B ), and (C ). (A ) Schematic of the nanostructure geometry and extinction spectra 
for plasmon modes excited by axial polarization (left) and transverse polarization 
(right). (B ) Induced el ctric charge plots for the tunable transver e dipole resonance. 
(C ) Magnetic field enhancements in different directions (red double arrows) for the 
transverse dipole resonances , showing the reshaping of the field distribution as a 
function of hole radius. 
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semishell affects the properties of the axial and the transverse modes in different ways. 
The axial mode (Figure 5.1A, left) is only slightly blueshifted with increasing hole 
radius. This blueshift occurs due to the reduction of the semishell sidewall height, 
which shortens the physical path for the plasmon oscillation and therefore correspond-
ingly increases the energy of the mode. The blueshifted dipolar plasmon appears to 
attenuate the weaker quadrupolar plasmon for a large range of hole radii. For very 
large hole radii, the dipolar mode itself is strongly attenuated due to the decrease 
in the number of accessible electrons in the thin ring like structure, and the higher 
energy quadrupolar mode reappears. For the transverse plasmon, we can conceptual-
ize the introduction of a perforation on the symmetry axis as changing the topology 
of the structure to a distorted disk, which would yield two hybridized distorted ring 
modes, a bright "bonding" mode at lower energies and a weak "anti bonding" mode at 
higher energies. Since only the bonding mode contributes appreciably to the optical 
spectrum of the structure, we focus exclusively on this mode. As the hole radius is 
increased, the transverse plasmon resonance begins to shift quite strongly to lower 
energies, particularly when the hole radius approaches half the semishell radius (Fig-
ure 5.1A, right). When the hole radius approaches the semishell radius, the geometry 
reduces to the case of a nanoring. 
For the tunable transverse dipole mode, the effect of hole size on the induced 
surface charge and on the local magnetic field enhancement are shown (Figure 5.1B 
and C, respectively). The charge distribution of the transverse resonance shows a 
strong dipolar character for all hole radii (Figure 5.1B). In contrast, the local magnetic 
field distribution is remarkably dependent on the hole size (Figure 5.1C). For the 
case of a semishell without a hole (Figure 5.1C, right), the magnetic field component 
aligning with the incident magnetic field is enhanced due to the plasmonic current 
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oscillating in the k-E plane. The net enhanced magnetic field is uniformly distributed 
inside the semishell. The coaxial hole reduces this enhancement and fo cuses the 
magnetic field components into the "hotspots" at the semishell edges. The presence 
of the circular cylindrical perforation in the semishell alters the resonant plasmonic 
currents forcing them to oscillate outside the k-E plane. This enhances the local 
magnetic field components normal to the incident magnetic field around the semishell 
side walls. 
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Figure 5.2 : (A ). Extinction spectra of a semishell with a coaxial hole: (i) circular 
cylindrical, r = 50 nm; (ii) elliptical cylindrical [r max, r min] = [50, 35] nm, incident 
polarization along minor axis; (iii) elliptical cylindrical [rmax, rmin] = [50 , 35] nm, 
incident polarization along major axis; (iv) circular cylindrical, r = 35 nm. (B) 
Induced charge plots for the two transverse dipole modes. 
A variation of this structure that is both interesting and relevant for comparison 
with experimentally fabricated semishell structures is a semishell with an elliptical 
cylindrical, rather than circular cylindrical, perforation. We consider the case of a 
symmetrically placed perforation on the semishell, where the shape of the perforation 
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is changed from circular to elliptical (Figure 5.2). When illuminated at normal in-
cidence, the elliptical hole breaks the azimuthal symmetry of the semishell, splitting 
the transverse mode into two different energies depending on the polarization of in-
cident light. The optical extinction spectra of a semishell with centered circular and 
elliptical holes are compared in Figure 5.2A. The elliptical hole has a major radius 
Tmax = 50 nm and a minor radius of Tmin = 35 nm (Figure 5.2A(ii,iii)). It is com-
pared to a semishell with a circular hole of radius r =50 nm (Figure 5.2A(i)) and a 
semishell with a circular hole of radius r = 35 nm (Figure 5.2A(iv)), corresponding 
to the major and minor elliptical hole radii. Here we see a correspondence between 
the resonances of these structures that at first appears counterintuitive. When the 
incident polarization is along the minor axis of the ellipse (Figure 5.2A(ii)), the res-
onance energy coincides with that of a semishell with a circular hole equal to the 
size of the major axis (Figure 5.2A(i)). Similarly, when the incident light is polarized 
along the major axis of the ellipse (Figure 5.2A(iii) ), the structure has a resonance 
energy corresponding to a circular hole equal to the dimensions of the ellipse's minor 
axis (Figure 5.2A(iv)). This surprising correspondence can be understood by consid-
ering that the plasmon resonance energy is determined by the width of the metallic 
junction, and not by the dimensions of the hole or gap. When the polarization is 
along the minor axis of the elliptical hole, the metallic channel supporting the plas-
mon oscillation is the same size as for a circular hole of radius 50 nm. Likewise, for 
incident polarization along the major axis of the elliptical hole, the metallic channel 
supporting the plasmon oscillation is the same size as for a circular hole of 35 nm 
radius. This is evident in the charge plots shown in Figure 5.2B, where the electric 
charge distribution at the maximal charge separation is shown for both polarizations. 
Therefore the optical response of a semishell with an elliptical hole is polarization 
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dependent, with plasmon energies determined by the hole dimension perpendicular 
to the direction of polarization. 
500 1000 1500 2000 
Wavelength (nm} 
Figure 5.3 : The effect of cylindrical (r = 30 nm) nonaxial holes on the semishell op-
tical extinction spectra. (A ) Schematic of the semishell geometry for hole positioned 
at increasing offset angles from the symmetry axis of the semishell. (B ) Extinction 
spectra as a function of hole offset in k- H plane with coaxial k-vector of incident 
light. (C) Extinction spectra as a function of hole offset in k-E plane with coaxial 
k-vector of incident light. (D ) Extinction spectra as a function of hole offset in k-E 
plane with k transver e and E coaxial to the cup. 
In addition to the effect of hole size and shape, the position of the hole on the 
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semishell also play an important role in controlling the optical response. The geometry 
of a semishell with a circular cylindrical hole of radius r = 30 nm shifted away from 
the symmetry axis of the structure is shown in Figure 5.3A. The parameter describing 
the hole offset is the angle (3 between the rotational axis of the semishell and the axis 
of the hole (Figure 5.3A). This structure is no longer azimuthally symmetric, and 
the optical response is determined by the hole offset. Two topologically different 
structures are shown in Figure 5.3A. For (3 ~ 60° the hole does not intersect the 
semishell edge and overlaps the semishell completely. For (3 = 90°, only 50% of the 
hole area overlaps the semishell. 
The calculated extinction spectra are shown in Figure 5.3. Three sequences of 
spectra for increasing polar angle of displacement of the hole from the center of the 
semishell are shown. For incident light propagating along the symmetry axis of the 
semishell, two polarizations, where the hole displacement is in k-H plane (Figure 5.3B) 
and where the hole displacement is in the k-E plane (Figure 5.3C) are shown. Fig-
ure 5.3D shows the spectra for polarization along the symmetry axis of the semishell. 
The presence of the hole modifies the topology of the structure, allowing plasmon 
oscillations between the hole and the cup edges. The position of the hole determines 
the strength of the coupling to the incident light. 
The semishell with an off axis hole provides key information about the origin of the 
plasmon modes of perforated semishells. For the transverse E field polarization case 
(Figure 5.3(B,C)), the spectra are dominated by the longer wavelength (rv 1300 nm) 
dipole mode: this is the same "tunable" mode shown in Figure 5.1A(right) and in 
the charge distributions in Figure 5.1B for the hole with a radius r = 35 nm. Here 
we see that the major effect of the hole offset is the enabling of higher order plasmon 
excitation (Figure 5.3B,C). Here we observe that the relative intensities of the higher 
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and lower order modes are determined by the position of the hole. Large hole offsets 
correspond to stronger intensities of higher order modes. In contrast, for the case of 
axial polarization (Figure 5.3D) the spectra are only weakly dependent on the hole 
offset from the symmetry axis. 
These spectral characteristics can be well understood by examining the charge 
distributions of the plasmon modes. Without a perforation, electrons in the semishell 
oscillate between the primary edges of the semishell structure, as driven by the E field 
of the incident light at resonance. The presence of a perforation modifies the path for 
the electrons oscillating between the primary edges of the semishell structure, forcing 
the resonant currents to circumvent the perforation. For the case of the coaxial hole 
(fJ = 0°) the oscillating dipoles on either side of the semishell are collinear, and only 
the in-phase bonding mode is observed (Figure 5.1B). When the hole is shifted from 
the symmetry axis (Figure 5.3A, 0° < fJ :::; 60°), the dipoles on the hole edges are 
no longer collinear and both bonding and antibonding modes have non vanishing 
dipoles (Figure 5.4A,B). The most pronounced low energy (rv 1300 nm) resonance 
corresponds to the dipole bonding mode case in which the induced dipolar charges 
oscillate in phase on both edges (Figure 5.4A, A = 1338 nm). The magnetic field 
enhancement of this mode (Figure 5.4B) is perturbed by the hole in the same manner 
as in Figure 5.1C. The next resonance (Figure 5.4A, A= 1002 nm) corresponds to an 
antibonding mode where the same dipoles oscillating in opposite phases. The shortest 
wavelength mode (Figure 5.4A, A = 694 nm ) corresponds to quadrupolar charge 
distributions on the semishell and hole edges. The antibonding and quadrupolar 
modes become visible in the spectra of the symmetry broken structures because of 
the hybridization with the dipolar semishell mode. 
When the perforation intersects with the semishell edge (Figure 5.3A, fJ = 90°), 
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Figure 5.4 : Effect of cylindrical (r = 30 nm) non-axial holes on the emish ll induced 
charge distribution and local magnetic field enhancement. (A ) Induced charge distri-
bution of the plasmonic modes for the case of a nanocup with a hole near the edge: 
quadrupolar charge di tribution (A= 694 nm) , opposite dipoles on semishell and hole 
edges (A = 1002 nm), same-phase dipoles on semishell and hole edges (A= 1338 nm). 
(B ) Magnetic field enhancement for the dipole mode of the semishell with a hole 
near the edge. (C ) Induced charge distribution of plasmonic modes for the case of 
a semishell with a hole intersecting its edge, showing dipolar (A = 1128 nm) and 
quadrupolar (A= 736 nm, A= 904 nm) modes. (D ) Magnetic field enhancement for 
the dipole mode of a semishell with a hole intersecting the edge. 
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the structure no longer has two distinct edges and its spectral response changes qual-
itatively in a polarization-sensitive manner (Figure 5.4C,D). This topology is equiva-
lent to a semishell with an edge defect, a structure which also supports higher order 
modes. The higher order modes are modified semishell modes (Figure 5.4C) in which 
higher order charge distributions can be optically excited, due to the dipole moment 
acquired from the surface charges along the edge defect. This also results in enhanced 
local magnetic fields (Figure 5.4D). 
We have developed a straightforward fabrication protocol for perforated semishells 
by extending our previously reported method of semishell fabrication, including an 
etching process previously used for the semishell and nanocrescent fabrication. The 
fabrication steps are shown schematically in Figure 5.5, with a more detailed descrip-
tion in the Methods section. Six different structures were fabricated, using evapo-
ration angles of 30° and 45° (Figure 5.5B) with 0, 30, and 45 seconds etching times 
(Figure 5.5C). Each sample was imaged using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). 
Representative images for both deposition angles and all etch times are shown in 
Figure 5.5D. Because of the directionality of metal deposition and the different evap-
oration directions, different particle "shadows" corresponding to regions of uncoated 
substrates, are observed for samples oriented at 30° and 45° (Figure 5.5D, left). Due 
to the anisotropy of the metal deposition and plasma etching, all fabricated struc-
tures share the same orientation within each sample. Plasma etching progressively 
reduces the symmetry of the fabricated structures by etching each semishell down to 
its dielectric core (Figure 5.5D, center; Figure 5.5D, right). Since the plasma etch-
ing direction is normal to the substrate, different etching patterns are observed for 
semishells fabricated using 30° and 45° evaporation angles. The Au film thickness de-
posited on angled surfaces decreases with increasing angle between the surface normal 
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Figure 5.5 : Fabrication of perforated Au semishells. (A ) Patterning a functionalized 
substrate with polymer spheres. (B) Directional evaporation of Au at 30° or 45°. 
(C) Partial anisotropic etching of Au from the semicoated spheres using Ar+ plasma. 
(D ) SEM images for different etched nanocup samples prior to suspension in PDMS 
and separation from the substrate. (E Embedding nanostructures into a PDMS 
matrix. (F ) Separating the elastomer matrix with the suspended nanostructures 
from the substrate. 
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Figure 5.6 : Schematic of the optical measurement of perforated semishell films , for 
P- and S-polarized light at a function of angle of incidence and etched semishell 
orientation. The incident beam refraction in the slab is illustrated. 
and without perforations The geometrical parameters of the particles were selected 
to match the SEM data shown in Figure 5.5D (see Supporting information for the 
detailed comparison). In our theoretical analysis, the spherical cavity radius is 43 nm 
and the ellipsoidal Au shell radii are 57 nm and 68 nm. The hole introduced in this 
sample is elliptical, with major and minor radii 11.5 nm and 9.5 nm, respectively. 
The hole is placed off-axis by (3 = 75°, as defined in Figure 5.3A. 
In Figure 5.7(A,B), we show the extinction spectra for the case of a uniform sem-
ishell with no hole, as a function of angle of incident light for P-polarized excitation. 
Each curve represents a different external excitation effective angle of incidence ( Bef f) 
with respect to the semishell rotational axis, measured inside the elastomer slab and 
determined by Snell 's law. At ()e ff = oo, the semishell is excited by a transverse po-
larized external beam. In this case, the semishell supports a transverse dipole mode 
at wavelength ).. = 820 nm. When the semishell is rotated 90°, it is excited by an 
axially polarized beam, exciting the semishell axial dipole mode at ).. = 628 nm. We 
observe a very close agreement between the experimentally measured and calculated 
spectra. 
In Figure 5. 7C, we show the experimentally measured spectra of the semishells 
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Figure 5.7: (A) Experimental and (B ) theoretical extinction spectra of unperforated 
semishells. Semishells were fabricated with an Au deposition angle of 45°. (C ) Ex-
perimental and (D ) theoretical extinction spectra of perforated semishells. The the-
oretical calculations (B ,D ) include insets showing charge distributions at different 
wavelengths of incident light , indicated by arrows. 
with an elliptical hole, obtained for a range of incident angles from go (transverse 
polarized excitation) to 81° (axial polarized excitation) using P-polarized incident 
light . The corresponding theoretical calculations are shown in Figure 5. 7D, for Be! f 
ranging from oo to goo. As discussed in Figure 5.3 , the symmetry breaking caused by 
the hole introduce dipole moments in t he hybridized higher order modes, making them 
visible in the spectra. As discussed previously, the introduction of a perforation into 
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the metallic shell layer changes the topology of the structure such that it supports 
hybridized plasmon modes. In the case of transverse excitation ( Beff = 0°), we 
can see a clear plasmon hybridization signature. The semishell transverse dipole 
mode at ..\ = 820 nm (Figure 5.7D, (Jeff = 0° case) hybridizes with the hole dipole 
mode, generating a bonding mode at ..\ = 1180 nm and an antibonding mode at 
..\ = 748 nm. The intensity of the bonding mode has a maximum at the angle 
that aligns the E-field component of incident light optimally with both the semishell 
opening and the plane of the hole. This angle is approximately 45° in the calculated 
spectrum and 74° in the measured spectrum. The bonding mode wavelength and 
relative amplitude are quite sensitive to hole size, shape, and position: for this reason, 
the peak is significantly broader in the experimental measurements, since the slight 
variations between the fabricated structures in the film contribute significantly to the 
inhomogeneous broadening of the plasmon linewidths. 
With the development of more and more precise nanofabrication methods for 
making perforations into the metal layer of the semishell, this nanostructure has great 
potential as a general "platform" for the fabrication of a variety of nanostructures 
with different optical properties. Here we give two examples of how this structure 
could be modified in additional ways for specific applications as nanoscale optical 
components. 
In Figure 5.8, we show how the introduction of a single or multiple holes onto a 
semishell can control the optical scattering pattern of the dipole mode. As we saw 
previously for offset holes, the presence of multiple perforations precisely reshapes the 
electric charge distribution and reroutes charge oscillations into mandated paths. In 
Figure 5.8A, we compare the optical response of three different theoretical models, a 
semishell with no perforation (black), a semishell with single hole (red), and a sem-
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Figure 5.8 : The effect of the asymmetrically positioned elliptical holes on the op-
tical response of a semishell. (A ) Extinction spectra. (B ) Normalized scattering in 
k-H and k-E planes at the strongest resonant peaks. (C ) The geometry (top) and 
3-dimensional angular scattering distribution at the main resonance peaks (bottom) 
showing the dipole scattering profile modified by the presence of perforations in the 
semishell. (D ) Induced surface charge distribution at the main resonance peaks show-
ing the reshaping of the charge distribution due to the presence of the perforations 
in the semishell. 
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ishell with two holes (green). The incident wave has a transverse polarization with 
respect to the semishell structure. All holes are chosen to be elliptical cylindrical and 
not aligned with the incident field direction to represent a general case of reduced 
symmetry. In the two holes case, the two holes have different sizes, orientations and 
elliptical profiles for better generality. Figure 5.8A shows that multiple holes leads 
to excitation of more higher-order modes and a redshift of the lowest energy bonding 
semishell mode. Because the presence of a single and multiple offset holes restricts 
the path of oscillating electrons, the light scattering pattern from the semishell is al-
tered, and dependent on the number of perforations (Figure 5.8B,C). In Figure 5.8D 
we compare the electric charge distribution for the transverse dipole mode of the 
three structures of Figure 5.8A. Regardless of hole placement on the semishell, the 
induced dipoles on the structure, as seen in the positive and negative charge distri-
butions shown in Figure 5.8D, bisect the holes. As shown above for the case of an 
offset circular perforation, each hole provides an additional edge, altering the reso-
nant plasmonic current. The extinction spectra are dominated by the bonding mode, 
for which the dipole of the primary semishell edge and the dipoles of the perforation 
edges hybridize to generate the largest possible dipole moment allowed by the curved 
geometry. 
The ability to alter the angular distribution of the scattering spectrum by adding 
perforations onto this semishell "nanoantenna" warrants a more comprehensive and 
broader study of this structure. The fabrication of precisely placed multiple perfora-
tions may ultimately provide a strategy for controlling light scattering by dictating 
the paths of the charge oscillations in individual nanostructures. Since the oscillation 
paths control the net dipole direction and magnitude, hole placement affects both the 
scattering direction and angular distribution. 
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Figure 5.9 : Semishell with a wedge perforation as a split-ring resonator. 
(A) Schematic of the geometry and relative field orientation for magnetic and elec-
tric excitation with the same incident E Field polarization direction. (B) Extinction 
spectra of electric and magnetic excitations, showing the tunability of the magnetic 
mode due to the slit geometry. (C) The induced charge distributions at maximum 
charge separation, and the local magnetic field enhancement at the orthogonal phase. 
The optical properties of a semishell can be modified even further by placing an 
elliptical cylindrical hole on the edge of the semishell , thus forming an edge defect 
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in the form of an elliptical wedge like slit (Figure 5.9A). This converts the semishell 
into a 3 dimensional analog of a Split-Ring-Resonator (SRR). Here, the elliptical slit 
dimensions are defined from the top view by the slit depth (D) measured from the 
semishell edge, and the slit width (W) measured at the semishell edge (the largest 
width of the slit). This structure supports both electric and magnetic modes. The 
electric mode is excited for transversely polarized E field, and does not require an in-
ductive coupling to the structure. When the magnetic field is parallel to the semishell 
opening there is no inductive coupling and only the electric mode can be excited. The 
magnetic mode can be excited when the incident magnetic field is normal to the sem-
ishell opening. For this excitation geometry, there is an inductive coupling between 
the incident magnetic field and the plasmon current of the semishell with the wedge-
like slit. For both magnetic and electric excitations, the direction of the electric field 
is along the length of the elliptical slit. The geometries for electric and magnetic 
excitation of the respective modes are shown in Figure 5.9A. Figure 5.9B shows a 
comparison between the response of the semishell with a slit to the magnetic excita-
tion (solid spectra), and to the electric excitation (dashed spectra) as functions of the 
excitation frequency. This comparison shows that the electric plasmon mode around 
250 THz (Only the low frequency tail is shown) in Figure 5.9B. is excited in response 
to both the electric and magnetic excitations geometries. The magnetic mode around 
150 THz is only excited for the magnetic excitation geometry (solid curves of Fig-
ure 5.9B). This magnetic mode frequency is sensitive to the slit shape and size. In 
order to show the tunability of the magnetic mode, we studied the effect of the slit 
width (W) in Figure 5.9B (left) and the effect of the slit depth (D) in Figure 5.9B 
(right). 
To further investigate the difference between the electric and magnetic excitations 
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we analyze the induced surface charge and the magnetic field enhancement associated 
with the magnetic mode. Figure 5.9C shows the near field properties in response to 
the magnetic excitation (upper row) and the electric excitation (lower row). The left 
column shows the local charge distribution at the maximum charge separation (phase 
= 0°) and the right column shows the local magnetic field component aligned with the 
semishell rotational axis at the maximum magnetic field enhancement (phase= 90°). 
All plots are for v = 147 THz, which corresponds to a wavelength of,\= 2 p,m. In the 
case of magnetic excitation (upper row), the electric charge distribution corresponds 
to the inductively driven oscillating current not accessible by electric field excitation 
alone. Consistent with this observation, the local magnetic field distribution (upper 
right) shows an enhanced magnetic field uniformly distributed inside the semishell. 
For the electric excitation (lower row) at the same frequency, the induced charge 
distribution corresponds to a weak off resonant transverse semishell dipole mode 
aligned with the incident electric field (Figure 5.9C, lower left). The local magnetic 
field distribution (lower right) shows only a weak-Enhancement corresponding to a 
symmetric induced current oscillation on each side of the semishell. 
Semishells with wider and shorter slits support magnetic modes at higher frequen-
cies (Figure 5.9B), which can be explained considering an LC resonance model of the 
structure. The metal body of the semishell acts as an inductor with non-zero series 
resistance due to the finite conductivity of the metal. The slit acts as the capacitor. 
The LC resonance frequency increases when the inductance or the capacitance de-
creases, by the well known formula v"" (LC)-112 . The primary effect of the slit width 
and depth is to change the effective capacitance, which decreases with increasing slit 
width (Figure 5.9B, left) and increases with increasing slit depth (lower resonance 
frequency in Figure 5.9B, right). The changes in the effective resistance and the ef-
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fective inductance are negligible, since the change in the metallic part of the structure 
is insignificant. The width of the resonance peak is proportional to the product of 
the effective high-frequency capacitance and the effective high-frequency resistance 
of the nanostructure, i.e., the circuit time constant, and appears to be unchanged in 
the present parameter range. 
Chapter 6 
Tunable Plasmon Resonances of Metallic 
Nanoparticles/Tips by Coupling to Thin Films 
6.1 Introduction 
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Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) is a crucial measurement technique that 
is essential for future advancement in nanotechnology. TERS combines surface-
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) with scanning probe microscopy (SPM). TERS 
can both provide high spatial resolution and precise, comprehensive spectral and 
structural information of as little as a single-molecule near the metal. [85] TERS, 
other than SERS that is restricted by requiring rough or nano-structured metal sur-
faces, has recently been developed to access a more general and complete set of 
substrates. [86] Because TERS can produce high localized electric field enhancement 
that is focused in few nanometers, it can be used to generate high resolution images 
of samples at the nanoscale. [87] 
Previous experimental and theoretical studies have assisted in advancing TERS 
applications. Many theoretical studies have utilized finite metallic film slabs for ap-
proximating the infinite film problem. This is proved to be useful only for rough 
estimations of the local field around the tip, but it is not reliable because of the finite 
film and the finite tip fringe effects that add non-physical oscillations to the electric 
field enhancements variation with frequency. 
In this work we discuss first how to study a particle over infinite film problem, 
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then we combine it with a semi-finite tip to study the full tip/film system. Previous 
analytical efforts used plasmon hybridization [88-90] to study the metallic nanosphere 
on a metallic film system [91, 92] and the more generalized metallic nanoshell with a 
dielectric background on a metallic film [93]. This analytical method shows that such 
systems can be described in terms of standard impurity models, using concepts that 
originally described both the interaction of a discrete impurity level with a contin-
uum [94] and the interaction of a localized photonic state with non-localized photonic 
states in photonic crystals. That model basically divides the particle/film interaction 
into three regimes depending on the particle plasmon energy levels compared to the 
metallic film energy continuum. [91] For thick metallic films, the effective continuum 
of the film is higher in energy than the nanoparticle localized discrete levels. For 
intermediate metallic film thickness, the effective continuum of the film resonates 
with the nanoparticle localized plasmons. For thin films, the effective continuum of 
the metallic film lies lower than the nanoparticle localized plasmons. Plasmon hy-
bridization, as an electrostatic method, is remarkably powerful in getting an insightful 
understanding of the high tunability of the plasmonic nano structures. Making use of 
a fully retarded numerical method incorporating a realistic representation of the used 
metals allows for fully investigating the three different regimes of interaction between 
nanoparticles and metallic films. 
Here we model the metallic systems, such as metallic nanoparticles on films and 
metallic tip/film systems, using the Finite Element method. Perfectly Matched Lay-
ers (PMLs) are used as a buffer to terminate both the film and the tip. Precisely 
constructed PML layers can represent the infinite dimensions. A very careful han-
dling of the far field monitors is essential for such non-homogeneous systems. All 
the calculations are based on Finite Element Modeling (FEM) implemented in the 
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Radio Frequency (RF) module of the commercial package COMSOL 3.5a. We begin 
by modeling metallic nanoparticle/film systems. The presented model needs a small 
sized calculation domain that saves calculation time and memory, which leaves more 
space for enhancing the performance by reducing the mesh size for improved results 
accuracy. 
After that we will study an infinite tip model and how it can be combined with 
the previous model to represent a metallic tip/film system. We then proceed by 
providing a comprehensive study of the tunability of such systems, expressing different 
directions for TERS applications performance optimization. We prove that striving 
for fabricating a super thin metallic tip is not the key for better local electric field 
enhancements. Rather, it is better to have a thicker tip-body with a sharper, steeper 
ending. We will conclude by exploring tip variations that can lead to higher electric 
field enhancements and/or higher spatial resolution. 
6.2 Results and discussion 
6.2.1 Nanoparticle on metallic film. 
The initial study starts with a simple case; a discrete metallic particle on an infinite 
metallic film with a finite thickness. An appropriate modeling is needed to resemble 
the lateral extension of a metallic film, supported by a dielectric substrate, interacting 
with a metallic colloid separated from the film by a dielectric spacer layer. Recently, 
a finite metallic block or desk with a large lateral size was used to simulate infinite 
metallic films. [91-93] The results of this approximation will suffer unphysical far-field 
spectral features and overestimated local electric field enhancements because of the 
fringe effects of the finite film lateral edges. Moreover, having a laterally large enough 
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block of metal will translate into having a huge calculation domain, increasing the 
calculation time and memory requirements. 
0.5 1.5 2 2.5 3 
Energy (eV) 
Figure 6.1 : Modeling particle over film system representing the infinite film by a finite 
disk of increasing lateral size (radius, R). The extinction spectra are calculated for a 
Au/Si02 nanoshell with inner radius of a = 60 nm and outer radius of b = 70 nm, 
placed on a Au film of 4 nm thickness with a 3 nm separation distance to the film. All 
spectra are calculated for p-polarized light at zero incident angle. The Au material 
is modeled for the shell and the film cases using experimentally measured dielectric 
data. [1] The nanoshell dielectric core is filled with silica of 2.04 dielectric constant. 
This is demonstrated in Figure 6.1 that shows how increasing the finite film lateral 
size will converge to a multi-peak spectrum, where these multi peaks are supposed 
to converge into a single wide peak. This convergence is shown as an increase in the 
multi-peaks number and a reduction in the inter-peak separation, when increasing 
the finite film diameter. [92]. The biggest desk used for Figure 6.1 calculations is 
of R = 700 nm radius, which is 10 times larger than the nanoshell outer radius of 
b = 70 nm. Yet, the discrete peaks haven't converge enough to the expected broad 
peak. Moreover, considering the fact that there should be enough distance between 
the desk lateral edges and the PML layer, the resulting calculation space is typically 
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about 13 to 15 times larger than the particle size. The curve labeled 700 nm has a 
total space of radius 2.1f..Lm. Such a calculation is very t ime consuming and memory 
resources demanding. 
The alternative model we use is presented in Figure 6.2. The lateral sides of the 
metallic film, the spacer layer, and the supporting glass substrate are terminated by 
appropriate PML layers that emulates the infinite lateral extensions. The bottom of 
the dielectric substrate is terminated by a PML layer to resemble an infinite substrate 
thickness. 
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Figure 6.2 : A model for the system of a discrete metallic particle over an infinite 
metallic film. Perfectly Matched Layers (PMLs) are used to terminate the infinite 
extensions. 
To model an infinite metal film accurately, while keeping the calculation domain 
small for practical calculations, one should carefully use the PML as a a terminating 
buffer. Since the FEM is a frequency domain method, each single frequency is calcu-
lated independently. This projects metals of optical properties varying with frequency 
as a constant dielectric material, for each run. This helps the PML buffer to match 
will with the metal film properties. For accurate results, the metal film should be 
embedded in PML for a distance long enough to prevent light reflections. Since the 
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infinite film supports propagating plasmons, the PML task would be difficult with-
out a thick PML buffer. Increasing the PML size will increase the calculation space 
size and memory requirements. Instead, one can increase the PML thickness around 
the metal film only, leaving the rest of the space surrounded by regular PML layer 
thicknesses. This will allow the metal film to be embedded for long distance inside 
the PML layer while maintaining a small calculation domain size about 4-5 times 
larger than the particle. There are other techniques that can be typically utilized 
to reduce the calculation effort more; such as benefiting from the system symmetry 
along the plain dividing the particle/tip and the metallic film, eliminating half of the 
calculation efforts. 
It is less complicated to model an infinite spacing dielectric layer between the 
particle and the metal film, and an infinite dielectric substrate below the metal film. 
This can be done by also embedding the dielectric geometries into the PML. The 
dielectric materials don't support plasmons, which reduces the calculation effort in-
side the PML, allowing for reduced PML layer thickness. In other words, simulating 
metallic discrete nanoparticle over a metallic infinite film, resting on an infinite sub-
strate, requires almost the same calculation effort for regular nanoparticles in uniform 
embedding medium systems, added to it the extra PML layer thickness around the 
metallic film. This allows for fast, low memory cost calculations. 
In order to calculate the optical extinction of the particle/film system, near to far 
field calculations are needed on a far field monitor. The far field monitor spans an 
inhomogeneous medium, including the embedding medium, the spacer layer, the metal 
film, and the substrate dielectric. Instead of complicating the far-field calculations, 
the dielectric properties of the different layers of the system are embedded into one 
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single space dependent function of the material optical properties: 
Evacuum, 0 z > d; 
{E(z),a(z)} = E8pacen 0 d > z > 0; 
Egold, O"gold 0 > z > T; 
E8ub8trate, 0 z<T 
where epsiloni is the relative permittivity of layer i and ai is the electric conductivity 
of layer i, which is zero except for the metallic film layer. As shown in Figure 6.2, d 
is the spacer layer thickness, T is the metallic film thickness, z is the distance along 
the particle/tip axis, and the origin (z=O) is assumed to be at intersection of the 
particle/tip axis with the metallic film. The function presented in equation 6.1 can 
be fed to the FEM solver to use in far field calculation. The same function can be 
fed to the FEM solver to construct the PML properties and the incident plain wave 
properties for the inhomogeneous medium. In order to have accurate solution using 
this method, careful surface meshing is essential for the interfaces between different 
layers. This assumption is valid as long as the incident external excitation poynting 
vector is mostly parallel to the metallic film surface. 
To compare the model of Figure 6.2 with the results shown in Figure 6.1, Figure 6.3 
shows how a PML-terminated disk will converge to the infinite case [91] in significantly 
less expensive calculation. In this calculation, we model a Au/Si02 nanoshell over 
a Au film. The nanoshell has an inner radius of a = 60 nm, and an outer radius 
of b = 70 nm. The metal film of 4 nm thickness is separated from the nanoshell 
by 3 nm gap. The spacer layer is assumed to be vacuum in this convergence test 
for simplicity. The Au material is modeled for the shell and the film cases using 
experimentally measured dielectric data. [1] The nanoshell dielectric core is filled 
with silica of 2.04 dielectric constant. 
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Energy (eV) 
Figure 6.3 : Modeling particle over film systems representing the infinite film with a 
PML-terminated disk. The extinction spectra are calculated for the same AujSi02 
nanoshell in Figure 6.1 , with similar set-up. All spectra are calculated for p-polarized 
light at zero incident angle. Calculated local electric field enhancement distribution 
at different energies for the upper most line are shown in B and C. They represent 
the cases of the infinite film simulation at w = 1.0 eV and 1.8 eV, corresponding to 
points 1 and 2 respectively. 
The PML-terminated model has an inside-PML space maximum radius of only 
R = 280 nm, a reduction of more than 85% of the calculation volume with respect to 
2.1J.-Lm for Figure 6.1 , taking into consideration that the embedded metal in the PML 
layer requires a thicker PML layer than the regular finite size film simulation. 
The modeled thin Au film will form an effective broad band continuum at the 
low energy side of the plasmon density of states of the film. [91] The modeled 
nanoshell/film system dimensions suggests a thin nanoshell interaction with metallic 
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film [93], where the discrete nanoshell plasmon energies lie higher than the film ef-
fective continuum. Figure 6.3B and C show the local electric field map distribution 
for the two peaks characterizing the converged infinite case (upper dashed line). The 
local electric field in the case of the lowest energy peak at 1.0 eV (Figure 6.3B) shows 
a Virtual State, which is characterized by the focusing of all of the electric field in 
the particle/film junction. The local electric field in the case of the middle peak at 
1.8 eV (Figure 6.3C) is the bonding mode. 
The interaction between a discrete metallic nanoparticle and an infinite metallic 
film depends significantly on the film thickness. For instance, a Au nanosphere inter-
action with a Au metallic film is classified into three different regimes depending on 
the film thickness in relation to the nanosphere radius and the gap length; the thick 
film, the intermediate thickness film, and the thin film regimes [91]. The system 
transition from a thin film case to an intermediate thickness film case increases the 
VS extinction cross section area and blue shifts the VS peak position, as expressed 
in Figure 6.4 for a 50 nm Au nanosphere 3 nm away of a thin Au film. For realis-
tic system considerations, a spacer layer of Er = 2.25 is assumed to support the Au 
nanosphere, and a silica (c = 2.04) substrate is assumed to support the Au thin film. 
For the case of 40 nm (intermediate) thick metallic film, the VS appears at 1.6 eV 
and has a high local electric field enhancement focused along the nanoparticle/film 
junction (Figure 6.4B). Reducing the film thickness will first reduce the VS local elec-
tric field enhancement from 100 in the case of 40 nm film to 28 in the case of 12 nm 
film. Reducing the film thickness more will increase the maximum local electric field 
enhancement to 60 in the case of 4 nm film. 
In Figure 6.5, the same model of Figure 6.4 is used with fixed Au film thickness 
of 12 nm (thin film regime). The incident p-polarized excitation beam is rotated by 
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Figure 6.4 : Comparing thin Au film different thicknesses effect. The extinction spec-
tra (A ) are calculated for a Au nanosphere with a radius of 50 nm. The nanosphere is 
deposited over a conducting film of different thicknesses (listed on top of each curve) 
with a 3 nm spacer layer (Er = 2.25). The Au film is supported by a silica substrate 
(Er = 2.04). A p-polarized light is used as an external excitation source, with the 
electric field direction is applied along the gap. Local electric field distribution map 
at different metallic film thicknesses are shown in panels (B ,C ,D , and E ), represent-
ing point 1 (w = 1.6 eV), point 2 (w = 2.2 eV), point 3 (w = 1.2 eV), and point 4 
(w = 2.3 eV), respectively. The Au material is modeled as described in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.5 : Examining the polarization angle effect. The extinction spectra (A ) are 
calculated for the system represented in Figure 6.4 with a conducting film of 12 nm 
thickness. The spectra are calculated for p-polarized light at different polarization 
angles, ranging from oo, at which the electric field is polarized along the gap, to goo, at 
which the electric field is polarized normal to the gap. Local electric field distribution 
maps at the Virtual State (1.1 eV) is plotted at oo (B ) and at goo (C ). 
different angles to demonstrate the polarization dependence of the VS coupling. The 
angles displayed in Figure 6.5 are measured with respect to the gap, with oo meaning 
the electric field is polarized along the gap. As expected, the interaction between the 
film and the particle depends highly on the polarization angle. The VS at 1.1 e V 
extinction cross section area decreases quickly with deviating the incident light polar-
ization from the junction axis. The local electric field enhancement at oo is focused 
in the particle/film junction (Figure 6.5B). By tilting the light polarization away, 
8 
the local electric field is di persed around the particle and reduced to a conventional 
dipole plasmonic mode (Figure 6.5C). 
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Figure 6.6 : Examining the nanoparticle/film junction length effect. The extinction 
spectra (A ) are calculated for the system represented in Figure 6.5 for p-polarized 
light , with the electric field polarized along the gap. The spacer layer has different 
thicknesses. Local electric field distribution maps are shown at different nanoparti-
cle/film junction length in panels B and C , representing point 1 (w = 1.5 eV) and 
point 2 (w = 1.8 eV) respectively. 
The metallic nanoparticle/metal junction is the hot-spot in which the interaction 
takes place between the discrete nanoparticle and the continuum film. Therefore, 
the concentrated electric field in the junction is drastically affected by the junction 
properties. In Figure 6.6A we show how varying the junction length affects the 
nanoparticle/film coupling. Practically, the junction length is varied by changing the 
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spacer layer thickness. The model we use in Figure 6.6 is the same as in Figure 6.3, 
except of using a varying spacer layer thickness. The spacer layer is made of a 
dielectric material. Therefore increasing the spacer layer thickness screen out the 
interaction between the nanoparticle and the film, reducing the VS extinction cross 
section (Figure 6.6A), defocusing the electric field at the junction,and reducing the 
VS local electric field enhancements from 41 at d = 3 nm (Figure 6.6B) to 14.5 at 
d = 30 nm (Figure 6.6C). 
When dealing with Tip/film systems, it is more relevant to study the dependence 
of the electric field enhancement on the incident light wavelength/ energy. Therefore, 
in Figure 6.7 we show the local electric field enhancement at the junction between a Au 
nanosphere and a Au film, and how it depends on the energy. The Au nanosphere we 
simulate in Figure 6.7 has a radius of 50 nm, and lies 3 nm away (Figure 6.7A) on top 
of a thin Au film. The junction here is left as vacuum for simplicity. Figure 6. 7 shows 
that local electric field enhancement does vary with the incident wavelength, and is 
maximized at a resonance energy depending on the Au film thickness (Figure 6. 7 A). 
Thicker films introduce more blue-shifted resonance with higher local electric field 
maximum enhancement. The local electric field enhancement at resonance depends 
also on the junction length (Figure 6.7B); the shorter the junction, the higher the 
local electric field enhancements. 
After proving the power of using numerical fully retarded methods, we will show 
how it can be applied to complex systems that aren't easy to describe analytically. 
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Figure 6. 7 : The dependence of the local electric field enhancements on the energy. 
The enhancements are calculated at the middle of a 3 nm junction between a 50 nm 
radius Au sphere and a thin Au film suspended in vacuum. The film thickness is var-
ied in (A) from T = 4 nm toT= 40 nm, showing how the electric field enhancement 
resonance blue-shifts and increase by increasing the film thickness at fixed d = 3 nm. 
Changing the junction length doesn't significantly shift the local electric field en-
hancement resonance (B). However, the shorter junction has higher enhancements. 
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6.2.2 Tip on metallic film. 
Another system that is under focus nowadays is the infinite metallic tip and tip/film 
structures. Infinite tip here refers to the extended system that is infinite in one 
direction and is terminated by a tip in the other. Such systems are more challenging 
to sin1ulate because the light interacts very strongly with the tip, launching multiple 
modes that propagate throughout the extended part of the tip with significantly 
long propagation lengths , as will be discus ed later. The infinite tip and tip/film 
structures have been under study recently because of their important impact on TERS 
applications . [95- 101] 
Figure 6.8: The conical tip model. PML layer is used to terminate the tip to simulate 
infinite extension. A Gaussian profile light beam is used for external excitation. 
In this work, the tip system is modeled by a cone terminated at its tip with a 
sphere resembling the smooth tip, as shown in Figure 6.8. The cone base is embedded 
into a PML layer to avoid reflection of extended propagating modes at the artificial 
boundaries. In order to simulate an infinite space, the significant fields that need to 
be absorbed are confined into certain volumes; one at the cone base and the other 
surrounds the tip. 
Unlike infinite wires, the conical shape of the tip body allows for coupling light into 
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the tip body even if the light is hitting the tip body far from the tip end. For infinite 
cylindrical nanowires, light can not couple to the nanowire unless through the wire 
tip, through a near nanoparticle or through the wire sides roughness. In the case of 
the conical shape tip, the conical geometry breaks the cylindrical perfect translational 
symmetry of an infinite cylindrical wire. Although this coupling may be small, it is 
significant for the enhancement at the tip. This is because the excited modes will have 
long propagation lengths, allowing the electromagnetic energy to be transferred to the 
tip. This fact significantly increases the load of simulating such a system when excited 
with a plane wave, because the modeled tip conical body should be long enough to 
include all of the modes excited on the conical body far from the tip, that will add 
up to a higher electric field enhancement at the tip. In other words, in order for such 
a calculation to converge to physical values, the modeled tip should have a length 
of several micrometers to overcome the longest mode propagation length. Another 
solution is using a Gaussian beam for excitation, instead of a plane wave. This beam 
is finite in width, and the excited area of the cone is limited by the beam width. This 
allows the calculation to converge to a realistic value at more compact calculation 
domain, especially that the PML layer needed to absorb the incident beam and its 
forward/backward scattered light is more confined in space than that for an infinite 
plane wave. 
Combining the extended system with the infinite film method of modeling, a 
complete metallic tip/film system can be fully studied (Figure 6.9). The modeled 
system is a right circular truncated conical metallic tip of apex half-angle a. The 
cone apex is replaced with a spherical termination of radius R. The truncated cone 
tip has a radius equal to that of the spherical termination, R. The tip is separated 
from a metallic film of thickness T by a gap of length d. The film is supported by a 
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Substrate 
Figure 6.9: Modeled Tip/Film system. The tip termination is embedded in the PML 
layer. The metallic film and the dielectric substrate are terminated by PMLs in the 
lateral directions to simulate infinite extension. The substrate can be terminated by 
a PML layer at the bottom depending on the simulated system. 
dielectric substrate. 
In such systems under consideration, most of the local field is localized at the tip , 
reducing the effort of absorbing radiated waves through the empty space around the 
system. However, such calculations need PML terminations at the cone base and at 
the modeled film edges. In Figure 6.9, the PML terminations are placed at the cone 
base, the film and substrate sides, and the lower part of the substrate. The lower end 
of the substrate can be left with no PML if no electric field is expected to flow in that 
direction longer than the modeled ubstrate thickness. 
Figure 6.10 shows the electric field enhancement at the center of a metallic tip/film 
junction at different wavelengths. The modeled metallic tip has a narrow profile of 
R = 10 nm, a= 10° (solid lines) , and a= 15° (dashed line) . The tip/film junction 
length is d = 5 nm and the film thickness is T = 64 nm. The tip/film structure is 
excited by a Gaussian beam of 1 J.-Lm width. The a= 10° spectrum shows a localized 
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Figure 6.10: Calculated Electromagnetic Field Enhancements for a metallic Tip/Film 
system following Figure 6.9 model. The Enhancement value is calculated at the 
midway along the metallic tip /film junction. The tip is modeled as a right circular 
truncated cone of a = 10°, terminated with a sphere of R = 10 nm. The tip is 5 nm 
away from a 64 nm thick metallic film. The film is supported from underneath by a 
silica (Er = 2.04) substrate .. 
mode around A = 550 nm, and a broad extended mode starting at A = 600 nm. This 
results proves that the 633 nm wavelength, at which most of TERS experiments are 
done, is not necessarily the best choice. In fact, the longer the wavelength, the higher 
the achieved local electric field enhancement at the junction, in the optical regime. 
This result is consistent with what was previously reported for single metallic tip 
calculation, without metallic film, [99] and with metallic film. [100, 101] In the case 
of a = 15°, the extended mode has a higher local electric field enhancement in the 
visible region, as will be explained later. 
The incident beam width effect discussed earlier in this section still holds. The 
change in enhancement in relation to the beam width depends on the incident excita-
tion beam wavelength. This is because the excitation wavelength selects the excited 
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conical plasmonic modes and consequently select the propagation length for the ex-
tended modes. Therefore the excitation beam width will affect the intensity of the 
modes reaching the tip and adding up to its enhancements. This relation should sat-
urate when the beam width increase can excite only extra modes whose propagation 
length is shorter than the beam width, considering the beam center is focused at the 
tip. Up to this point, we use an excitation Gaussian beam of W = 1000 nm width. 
Figure 6.11 studies what happens of W can be varied from 1000 nm. 
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Figure 6.11: The beam width effect on Tip/Film junction local electric field enhance-
ments. The tip/film system has the same dimensions as in Figure 6.10. In A, the tip 
angle is 10°. In B, the tip angle is 15°. The tip angle is defined in Figure 6.9. 
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In Figure 6.11, we present how the beam width affects the local electric field en-
hancement at different wavelengths: 633 nm, 785 nm, and 1000 nm, which are typical 
wavelengths used experimentally in TERS applications. Figure 6.11A represents a 
very narrow tip case (a = 10°) and Figure 6.11B represents a little wider tip case 
of a = 15°. In the a = 10° case,the beam width increase slightly reduce the local 
electric field enhancement, that is because the tip shape is almost cylindrical. There-
fore the cylindrical translational symmetry will prohibit the incident electric field to 
couple with the cylindrical body except at the tip. This causes the local electric 
field enhancement at the tip to drop when increasing the beam width because that 
translates into reducing the total energy reaching the tip apex region. On the other 
hand, in the case of a = 15°, the local electric field enhancements at the tip increased 
dramatically by increasing the beam width from 1000 nm to 4000 nm for the cases of 
.\ = 785 nm and ). = 1000 nm, because the tip shape is more conical now. The case 
of ). = 633 nm is not increasing by the change in angle because this wavelength is at 
the local resonance feature of the spectrum (Figure 6.10), while the extended mode 
is the mode that is affected by the angle related coupling efficiency. Even though, 
the local electric field enhancement at .\ = 633 nm increased from Figure 6.11A to 
Figure 6.11B by increasing the coupling efficiency when a changed from 10° to 15°. 
The difference in behavior between Figure 6.11A and Figure 6.11B provokes more 
study of the tip angle a influence on how much of incident beam can couple to 
the cone and propagate to the tip to add to the tip enhancements. Figure 6.12A 
shows how increasing a can increase the local electric field enhancement at the tip. 
Increasing the tip angle will lead to more symmetry breaking of the tip shape away 
of being cylindrical, and allows for more efficient coupling with light. That light will 
propagate on the tip surface till it reaches the tip to add up forming higher local 
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Figure 6.12 : The tip angle effect on the efficiency of coupling the incident light to 
the Tip/Film junction at >. = 633 nm. A shows the increase of the local electric field 
enhancement by increasing the tip angle. B ,C shows local electric field distribution 
at two extreme cases: a= 10° (B ) and a= 40° (C). 
electric field enhancement. Figure 6.12B and Figure 6.12C shows the local electric 
field enhancement distribution for a = 10° and a = 40°, respectively. 
This tip angle effect can play a role in explaining the dependence of the local 
electric field enhancement at the tip on the incident excitation beam angle with 
respect to the tip axis. [95] The local electric field enhancement at the tip will be 
affected by the incident beam angle and the tip angle with respect to the film surface, 
as shown in Figure 6.13. Figure 6.13A present a regular tip/film system with incident 
light propagates parallel to the film surface and normal to the tip axis. Figure 6.13B 
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Figure 6.13 : Varying the tip axis angle with respect to the film and the incident 
light. (A ) Regular case. (B ) Tilted incident beam by 10° . (C) Tilted tip by 20°. (C) 
Tilted tip by 26°. The maximum local electric field enhancement value is pr sented 
on each panel. 
shows the same configuration as Figure 6.13A but with the incident beam propagating 
at an angel 10° closer to the tip axis . This tilt increase the maximum local electric 
field value at the junction center from 20 to 33. Figure 6.13C and D show the 
same configuration of Figure 6.13A but with a tilted tip of 20° and 26°, respectively, 
closer to the incident beam direction. This increases the maximum local electric field 
enhancement value at the junction center to 35 and 38, respectively. The smaller the 
angel between the tip axis and the incoming light propagation direction, the more 
enhancement is generated at the gap. This tilting breaks the symmetry of the tip with 
respect to the incident beam more, allowing for more coupling. That effect is similar 
to increasing the tip angle, although less significant . This effect will continue till the 
incident light polarization is no more considered along the tip/film junction. At this 
point, increasing the angle more will reduce the enhancement. [95] This feature can 
be usefully utilized by controlling the maximum local electric field enhancement at 
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the tip /film junction by simply tilting the tip slightly with respect to the film, or 
tilting the incident beam direction slightly with respect to the tip axis. 
This demonstrates how Finite Element methods assisted by Perfectly Matched 
layers can be used to model particle/film and tip/film systems. We have proved that 
for TERS applications, the tip angle is a crucial factor in dictating the efficiency of 
coupling the incident light to the tip/film junction. We also have demonstrated how 
the incident beam width, and tip axis to film surface angle can be used to increase 
the local electric field enhancement along the tip/film junction, allowing for higher 
enhancement and more focusing that lead to better TERS scanning resolution. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
We have successfully demonstrated a fully retarded electromagnetic study for the two-
dimensional and three-dimensional variations of reduced symmetry systems, and we 
analyzed the plasmon interaction through the tip/surface junction. A simple method-
ology is introduced for efficient, fast, and accurate simulation for such systems us-
ing the Finite-Difference Time-Domain and Finite-Element methods. The proposed 
methods are used to predict the response of practical systems and the results are 
compared with previously reported experimental and electrostatic-theoretical results 
and a remarkable agreement is reported. A full study for the tip over film system is 
established to provide optimized geometries for Tip Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy 
(TERS) applications, disussing the factors that affects the efficiency of coupling ex-
ternal excitaion to the tip. We have shown that symmetry reduction can allow for 
nanoscale control of the near-field and far-field electric and magnetic resonances at 
optical frequencies, and that introducing a nanoparticle or a tip to an infinite metallic 
surface breaks the continuity of the surface allowing coupling with light. This leads 
to remarkable near-field focusing and enhancement at optical resonances through the 
gap between the metallic nanoparticle/tip and the metallic surface. 
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